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Group, individuals merit
achievement awards

Center Director Bruce T. Lundin (right) presents achieve
ment certificates to Seth B. Wise (left) and Frank A. Fris
wold. (Paul Riedel photo)

Center Director Bruce T.
Lundin presented a group
award, individual monetary
awards as well as certificates
to employees for superior
job performances in cere
monies held in the Admini
stration Building Auditor
ium earlier this month.
The group award went to
60-40 Inlet and TF-30 En
gine Test Team for "Theo
outstanding success achiev
ed on the first wind tunnelo
test ever of a combinationo
of a turbofan engine and ao

,
mixed compression inlet . .
The citation continues,
"This talented team planned
and executed one of the
most difficult 10 x 10 Su
personic Wind Tunnel un
dertakings in terms of com
plexity of hardware, diver
sity of test objectives, inte
grated digital control, and
conducted in an efficient,
productive and safe test pro
gram."
The test team consisted
of Charles R. Alderman,
Dale J. Arpasi, Peter G. Bat-

terton, Robert J. Baumbick,
Melvin C. Broniman, Wilbur
J.oClark, William G. Costa
kis, Carl J. Daniele, Roccoo
DeLiberato, Steve Conczyo
and Robert S. Gray.o
Fred Guska, Raymond J.
Karabinus, Paul A. Karla,
Robert J. Kinas, William M.
Korhely, Frederick D. Kubi
ak, Daniel H. Metzger, Har
vey E. Newmann, Jerald S.
Palmer, Frank J. Pultz, Mau
ri K. Raita, Ross R. Ritchey,
William P. Sexton, Jr., Rob
ert J. Shaw, Frank V. Slam,
Henry R. Smith, Charles J.
Stauffer, Gilbert J. Vasek,
Joseph F. Wasserbauer, Don
ald T. Worden, Frank A. Zel
ko, and Gregory F. Kelbach,
Jr.
Individual employees re
ceiving special achievement
awards for some aspect of
superior job performance are
Paul T. Hacker, Eileen M.
Norris, Klaus H. Gumto,
Gerald J. Lenhart, Jack S.
Grohman, Joseph F. Wasser
bauer, Robert B. King, Mar
tin U. Gutstein, J. Anthony
Powell, Paul F. Sikora, Ron
ald Kochensparger, Donald
L.o Thoennes, William L.o
Whieldon, John P. Greissing,
Dominic J. Sozio, Howard
F.o Kilpatrick, Clarence A.o
Nolan, Gerald L. Matusik,o
John D. Noonan, Robert J.o
Wills, John B. Pavlik, ando
Janet E. Bartels.o

Bonnie Regner
Donna Boger

MISS NASA- LEWIS '74

Like Mom in '54

Regner is crowned
Bonnie Regner of the Per
sonnel Division was crowned
as Miss NASA-Lewis of 1974
at the
LeSAC-sponsored
Christmas Formal on De
cember 21. The ceremony
highlighted the
evening,
which also saw Charmaine
M. Manko of the Aerospace
Safety Research and Data
Institute and Donna R. Bo
ger of the Procurement Di
vision selected as runners
up.

NASA plans first solarheated, cooled building
Scientists at Lewis will develop an experimental solar
collector system which will capture sunlight to heat and
cool a one-story office building planned at the Langley
Research Center.
Planned for completion in mid-1975, the 53,000 square
foot systems engineering building could ultimately have
most of its heating and cooling provided by solar collectors.
In discussing NASA's plans for the experimental solar
collector installation at Langley, Dr. James C. Fletcher,
NASA Administrator, said, "This building, as far as we
know, will be the first building of its size in the world for
which solar energy will provide a significant part of the
building's heating and cooling load."
The announcement was made during Dr. Fletcher's re
cent testimony before the Subcommittee on Energy of the
House Committee on Science and Astronautics.
A 15,000 square foot collector area is planned, since this
size will provide most of the heating requirements and some
of the cooling requirements. It will also test energy storage
capacity, to obtain feasibility data on all aspects of the
system.
"As these data are analyzed and the state of the art ad
vances, we will be able to expand the collector system to
supply all the energy requirements for the building," Dr.
Fletcher told the Subcommittee.
Water-filled tubes inside solar collectors would absorb
the Sun's heat, using it for direct hot water heating and to
operate an absorption refrigeration unit for cooling. For
convenience in conducting the heat problem, solar units
will be located on the ground beside the buildings.
Lewis is designing the experimental solar system and will
(Continued on page 3)

Miss Regner is the secre
tary of George Macian, Chief
of the Personnel Division.
By an interesting coinci
dence, Bonnie's mother,
Sue, was crowned as the
first Miss NACA-Lewis in
1954. Her father, James L.,
is assigned to the Wind Tun
nels Service Section of the
Test Installations Division.
Enjoying traveling and
swimming, Miss Regner lists
hobbies of writing and po
etry. She has been with the
Personnel Division since Oc
tober.
Other finalists in the con
test were Crystal Foutty of
Reliability and Quality As
surance Office and Rita
Moore of the Procurement
Division.
The six judges who had
the pleasant but difficult
task of selecting a winner
were Mary Ruth Osgood,
Paul J. Kick, Annie J. Easley,
Genevieve M. Esgar, Harri
son Allen, Jr and Arthur R.
Wycoff.

Sphinx travels
An early Christmas present to Spacecraft Technology Di
vision scientists was completing final thermal-vacuum tests
on the SPHINX spacecraft. The Space Plasma High Voltage
Inter-Action Experiment was shipped to Cape Kennedy
mid-month and is being readied for launch aboard the Ti
tan I/I/Centaur no earlier than January 24. (Paul Riedel
photo)

Almost 20 years ago Sue
Regner, Bonnie's mother,
was crowned as NACA 's
May Queen.

May 3,1974
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Robert C. Johnson (left), Gustave (GUS)C. Fralick and
Andrew J. Szaniszlo, review computer Outputs regarding
dvnamic gas flow direction sensor.

Measuring
up

The Advanced
Instruments Research
Branch,
which probably has more
employees holding advanced
degrees than any
other
branch its size, is involved
in research to develop instrumentation and measurement techniques for use in
many applications.
Branch members develop
new instruments, principally for the Center’s aeronautical programs, when special
types needed for research
projects are not available on
the commercial market.
The branch is headed by
Dr. Norman C. Wenger and
is composed of electrical engineers, mechanical engineers, and physicists.
Dr. Wenger stated that
the branch’s bread and butter programs consist of research on instruments for

Dale W . Cooper (left) and Paul H. Zbasnik check Pulse Radar inside Lewis’ C-47 aircraft. Instrument is used to measure ice thickness on Great Lakes.

with
instruments
0..

0.0

compressor blade f 1u t ter.

J. Anthony (Tony) Powell (left) and Dr. Richard G. Seanhnltz insnect
the Laser Doppler
Velocimeter for measuring
-_
r - - - gas velocities.

measuring gas
pressures,
temperatures and flow rates.
“About one-third of our
effort is involved with improving standard techniques
such as thermocouples for
temperature measurements
and crossed hot wire anemometers for flow direction.
Another third of our effort
is devoted to exploring advanced techniques - particularly laser-based remote
sensing instruments which
can measure temperature or
velocity of gas at a remote
point in space,’’ Dr. Wenger
explained.
Other programs include
developing instxuments for
turbine and compressor safety which requires measuring
disc cracks and blade tip
clearance while a turbomachine is operating. In addition, a pulse radar system
was developed for use in the
Center’s C-47 aircraft to
measure ice thickness on
the Great Lakes.

Dr. Herbert Will (left) and Lloyd N. Krause use Laser-Raman Experiment to measure gas temperatures.

Photos by
Dr. John P. Barranger checks turbine disc crack detection
system.

John Marton

-~

Raymond Holanda (left) and George E. Glawe examine
sputter coated film thermocouple for turbine blade temperature measurements.

Lewis awards

million
I $1.6
engine contracts

Retirees
The only definite plan of Paul F. Sikora who retired re
cently, is to remain in the area. He and his wife Mary live
in Parma Heights. Sikora worked as an engineer in the Ma
terials and Structures Division for 30 of his nearly 36 years
of government service. The couple, parents of three sons
and grandparents of two, are making plans to travel to the
Washington, D.C. area and to Europe.

Traveling throughout the country by
motorcycle and car will consume a por
tion of Theodore A. Reynolds' retire
ment years. Reynolds recently retired
from Lewis with 26 years of service.
Just prior to retirement, he worked in
the Building and Grounds Mainten
ance Section. During his Lewis career,
he also has worked in Lewis' automobile repair garage and
as a contract coordinator. The "odd jobs" he plans to do oc
casionally may include working part-time as a policeman.
He once served on the police force in Fairview Park. Reyn
olds and his wife Leora are the parents of two and the
grandparents of three. They live in North Olmsted.

Dr. James W. Blue

Norman T. Musial

NASA Inventors' Award
is Musial's brainchild
The second annual NASA Inventor of the Year awards
were presented at an Inventor's Day Exposition in Wash
ington, D.C. last month. This is a program conceived by
Lewis Patent Counsel Norman T. Musial.
Names of this year's winners will be announced in the
next issue of the Lewis News.
The winning patents, selected by a blue ribbon panel at
NASA Headquarters, were also entered in the prestigious
award competition of the Association of Invention and In
novation.
Dr. James Blue was one of the 1976 finalists considered
by the Headquarters panel. Dr. Blue received a patent on a
method of producing Iodine 123. Persons finally selected
as NASA Inventors of the Year for 1976 were Dr. Robert
T.oJones of Ames for his "Oblique-Wing Supersonic Air
craft" patent and Dr. Richard T. Whitcomb for his "Air
foil Shape for Flight at Subsonic Speeds."o
Locally, Lewis inventors will again be honored by a
"Lewis Inventors Day Awards Luncheon" on March 29 in
the Main Cafeteria small dining room. The Lewis inventors
will be represented by patentees who received patents in
1976. These patentees will receive plaques showing an em
bossed replica of the first page of their patents from Center
Director Dr. Bruce T. Lundin.
Those receiving plaques are: William J. Anderson, Bruce
Banks, Dr. James W. Blue, Henry Brandhorst, Jr., Jacob
Broder, Salvatore Grisaffe, Stanley R. Levine, Lawrence P.
Ludwig, Stanley J. Marsik, Dr. Charles E. May, Dr. Warren
H.oPhillip, John L. Power, J. Anthony Powell, Harold E.o
Sliney, Andrew Terpay, Lawrence H. Thaller, and Herberto
A.oWill.o
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Lewis has awarded two
contracts totaling $1.6 mil
lion to study the design
and integration of new tech
nology for more energy effi
cient civil transport aircraft
engines.
The engine technology is
part of an overall NASA Air
craft Energy Efficiency pro
gram aimed at reducing by
50 per cent the fuel con
sumed by future U.S. air
craft.
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
Group of the United Tech
nologies Corp., East Hart
ford, Conn., was awarded a
$900,000 contract, while
General Electric Co., Cin
cinnati, Ohio, signed a $690,
000 contract. Both contracts
are cost reimbursement type
and are scheduled to run for
approximately nine months.
Work will be performed at
the contractors' plants in
East Hartford and Cincin
nati.
Under the parallel con
tracts, Pratt & Whitney and
General Electric will develop
the technology for an energy
conservative turbofan engine
using at least 15 per cent
Jess fuel than present day
engines. The engine techno
logy will be applicable to
future fuel conservative air
craft and also in the design
study stage.
Lewis expects that this
technology program willlead
eventually to the actual de
velopment of such an ad
vanced engine by industry.

Gene Webb Cartoon

Joggers run through snow
to prepare for spring race
Below zero temperatures did little to discourage 15
Lewis joggers from participating in a three-mile road race
February 16 in anticipation of the NASA-wide inter-center
jogging competition to be held next month.
The runners started and finished at the Westgate area,
traveling a course that took them past the Guerin House,
Basic Research Laboratory, Main Cafeteria and the Admin
istration Building.
On March 16, a second preliminary race was held, the in
trepid pavement pounders traveling over the same course.
For additional information concerning the April race,
call Bernard Hamrock, PAX 8331, or James Diedrich,
PAX 8393.

Civil servants...
( Continued from page 3)
($5810-$12,763), 73.8 per
cent were held by women.
In grades 9 through 15
($14,097 - $33,789) 13.2
percent were held by wo
men. The FEB's 1967 re
port showed that women
held 27.6% of the white
collar jobs and 7.4 percent
of those in grades GS-9
through 15.
The FEB publishes these
reports periodically to keep
Federal agencies apprised of
local trends in employment
of minorities and women,
and to help agencies identi
fy program strengths and
weaknesses.
The percent of Spanish
surnamed employed nation
ally is 3 .3 percent compared
with a .4 percent locally. Al
though this represents a .1
percent increase since 1973,
the employment of Spanish
surnamed in local Federal
jobs is still below the per
centage represented in the
Cleveland SMSA.

Star Trek visitor
Negotiating for a faster-than-light warp drive? Jamed Dooh
an (left) who played "Scotty," Chief Engineer of the star
ship Enterprise on the long-running Star Trek television
series, examines an ion engine with James E. Burnett during
a tour of Lewis. Doohan, in Cleveland recently to give talks
at John Carroll University and Baldwin Wallace College,
spent a morning examining various facilities at the Center.
He "paid" for his tour by signing several dozen autographs.
(Don Huebler photo)
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‘Thanks for going extra mile’
Technology Utilization
and Public Affairs Director
Dr. Walter T. Olson recently
presented monetary awards
to scientists and engineers
who have had a paper covering technical innovations
which may be useful to
business and industry published in NASA’s quarterly
Tech Briefs.
Dr. Olson also expressed Technology Utilization and Public Affairs Director Dr.
appreciation to a group of Walter T. Olson (left) congratulates Erwin V. Zaretsky
the Tech Brief award win- (center) for his eleventh Tech Brief Award and Richard
ners in a December cere- J. Parker for his sixth Tech Brief Award. (Don Huebler
mony held in the Adminis- photo)
Louis R. Ignaczak, “Port- “Formula to
Determine
tration Building.
He told the winners, able Spark-Gap Arc Genera- Minimum Film Thickness
for Fully Flooded Ball Bear“Thank you for going the tor :’
T.
Myers
and
William
Ira
ings,
Gears and Cams;”
extra mile with a piece of
T.
Harrigill,
Jr.,
“Unique
James
J. Pelouch, Jr.,
technology. NASA seeks to
Safety
maximize the use of your Circuit Regulates Voltage of “ASRES-ASRDI
Document Retrieval and
innovative work. The maga- DC-DC Converter;”
John C. Sturman, “Inex- Reporting System;”
zine, Tech Briefs, is one
pensive
Pulse Train ConvertErwin V. Zaretsky and
way that business and industry are alerted to the exis- er for Measuring Analog Richard J. Parker, “Restoratence of valuable aerospace Voltage,” and “Simple Con- tion of Bearings;”
stant Current
Regulated
Edward F. Baehr, “Flow
technology.”
Compensating Pressure RegNames of winners and the Power Supply;”
Robert L. Bowman and ulator;”
title of their Tech Briefs are
John
R. Jack, “Energy ConPaul F. Penko, Meyer
as follows:
servation Using
Remote Reshotko and James W.
Art G . Birchenough, Thermal Scanning;”
Coats, “Instrument
for
“Simple, Accurate ElectronDonald, H.E. Priebe, Measuring Dynamic Pressure
ic Analog Divider Circuit “Simple Constant Current Fluctuations in a Heated
for Low Divisor Values;”
Regulated Power Supply;”
and Pressurjzed Gas Flow;”
Henry W. Brandhorst, Jr.
Donald H. Hardy, “InJ. Anthony Powell, “Elecand Cosmo R. Baraona,
expensive Solid State Moni- tronic Shaft Angle Encod“Low Reflection
Silicon toring Circuit ;”
er;” and
Solar Cell System ;”
Robert
L. Summers,
Porter Perkins, Jr., Ted
Joseph R. Stephens and “Modification of Chemilum- w. Nyland and Marvin W.
Walter R. Witzke, “Tough,
inescent NO Analyzers to Tiefermann, “Airborne AtStrong Iron Alloys for CryoAccurately Measure NOx;”
mospheric Sampling SYSgenic Service;”
Bernard J. Hamrock, tem.”

N A S A contract to N T A

Program encourages career in science
NASA has awarded a
$45,000 contract t o the
Cleveland Chapter, National
Technical
Association
(NTA) to establish a Career
Awareness Program at two
East Cleveland
public
schools.
The Career Awareness
Program (CAP), already underway, is being conducted
at Kirk Middle School and
Shaw High School. Its purpose is to get more minority
students involved in science
and engineering careers.
Approximately 60 students from each school are
participating in the program.
These students were nominated and selected by their
teachers based on grades and
interest levels of the students.
Each student
devotes
four hours a week to CAP
learning basic engineering
principles and then applying
these to assigned science
construction projects. Already the group at Kirk Middle School has assembled a
crystal radio and the stu-

dents at Shaw have built an
AM radio transmitter kit.
Black professionals from
all areas of the engineering
field visit the students to
lecture and demonstrate
their work.
Field trips to organizations specializing in science
and engineering plus a special motivational series on
organization, leadership, report writing, analyses and
development of large scale
science projects are planned.
A three-to six-week concentrated summer program, including science project construction and local field
trips, may be added.
Dr. Julian M. Earls and
Harold Ferguson, both Lewis engineers and NTA niembers, originated the Career
Awareness Program.
NASA will fund CAP for
one year. At the conclusion
of the initial program, a study will be made to check for
improvement in the students’ grades and the number of middle school and

high school students taking
additional science studies
compared to the historical
percentage.
If CAP proves t o be a success, as it is expected to be,
NTA will turn the program
over to the school system.
NTA is an organization
dedicated to disseminating
information concerning opportunities available in the
scientific fields and to providing guidance counseling
t o minority youths.
The Cleveland Chapter,
NTA, was chartered in 1974
and has been active throughout the state of Ohio in assisting high school counselors to provide students with
technical career information, sponsoring special programs for young people, and
providing an opportunity for
young blacks to “see” practicing black professionals.
Eleven NASA-Lewis engineers are members of the
National Technical Association.

Speakers’ Corner
JANUARY SPEAKERS
Marshall W. Dietich, Solar Energy Division, January 4,
Dinner, Ashtabula County Manufacturers Council, Ashtabula, Ohio.
Louis R.Revnyak, Materials & Structures Division, January 5, Annual Father-Son Meeting, St. Rita Holy Name
Society, Solon, Ohio.
Charles A. Sako, Test Installations Division, January 10,
Father-Son Evening, Pine Elementary School, N. Olmsted,
Ohio.
Glen E. McDonald, Materials & Structures Division,
January 1 1 , Dinner meeting, American Electroplaters Societ y, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Jesse L. Strickland, Facilities Engineering Division,
January 1 1, Men’s Club, Christ Church, Hudson, Ohio.
Marshall W.Dietrich, Solar Energy Division, January 16,
Luncheon meeting, Willoughby Rotary Club, Willoughby,
Ohio.
Daniel J. Shramo, Director, Space Systems and Technology, January 18, Luncheon meeting, Nationwide Old
Guard, Mentor, Ohio.
Paul W. (Pierre) Laisure, Technical Services Directorate,
January 18, Local Meeting, Cleveland Metroparks Camera
Club, N. Olmsted, Ohio.
David M. Herb, Facilities Engineering Division, January
24, Dinner in celebration of Amelia Earhart month, Zonta
Club of Sandusky, Sandusky, Ohio.
Paul W. (Pierre) Laisure, Technical Services Directorate,
January 26, Dinner meeting, Ashtabula County Safety
Council, Ashtabula, Ohio.
Jesse L. Strickland, Engineering Services Directorate,
January 27, Evening Program, Solar Interpretive Center,
Cleveland Metroparks System, Willoughby Hills, Ohio.

Camera Club books expert
The Lewis Camera Club is inviting employees and their
families to a special synchronized multimedia presentation
on Monday, January 30, at 8 p.m. in the DEB Auditorium.
Larry Nightswander, who has taught photography at the
college level, will attempt t o dazzle attendees using as many
as six slide projectors. He worked eight years as a photographer for the Cleveland Press.
“Think Orange” (not Denver Bronco’s Orange Crush), a
documentary of college football, and “Marcy, A Photographer’s Story,” are titles of two of the slide shows.
Tickets for the January 30 meeting are available from
Robert Ensign, PAX 32 14 or Isadore Zaplatynski, PAX
8543.

Counselor
Dr. Julinn M. Earls, ChieA Environmental Health Office,
counsels Cleveland State University upperclassmen in science and mathematics at a recent Cleveland Scholarship
Programs Career Day at the University. The Cleveland
Scholarship Programs group makes higher education possible for some 3,000 financially disadvantaged students from
14 Cleveland and suburban high schools through donations
from industries.
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Director Optimistic as Center Begins New Decade
Buttressed by bright there were 2809 persons em
N/\5/\
colored charts and graphs ployed at Lewis as against
to support his remarks, a ceiling of 2835."We will
Director John F. McCarthy
Jr., presented a sweeping
bullish commentary on the
State of Lewis in his second
annual address to the staff.
He started his presenta
tion with comments on the
national and international
scene, noting that Lewis
and the NASA agency are
helping to improve the na
tion's worsening trade defi
cit by contributing to high
technology products.
The NASA budget, al
ways an item of great im
portance to employees, is
8/ l 0ths of one cent of the
total national budget for FY
1981. The Center's share of
the NASA budget is ex
pected to be about five per
cent, but with reimbursa
bles from launches, and the
Department of Energy, this
figure could almost double.
Three fourths of Lewis's
budget in 1950 is going for
research and development;
23 percent for research and
program management; two
percent for construction of
facilities.
Dr. McCarthy reported
the federal-wide hiring cur
tailment retroactive to Feb
ruary 29. As of that date,

honor our hiring commit
ments prior to March l,''
the Lewis Director said,
adding that the ceiling
could be adjusted as the
hiring freeze picture be
comes clearer.
Referring to the reorgani
zation, he said that, under
the matrix management
mode, operations at the
Center should become
"smoother and smoother."
The Aeronautics Direc
torate, which Dr. McCarthy
characterized as "our main
stream effort," is strong,
with new work proceeding
in advanced turbopropul
sion, Host, rotorcraft and
the variable-cycle engine
program.
Specific aeronautics ac
tivities reported include ex
haust gas mixer nozzle
studies, V/STOL research
in conjunction with the
Ames Center, X-wing ad
vanced rotorcraft with the
U.S. Navy, general aviation
aircraft and aircraft diesel
Dr.
which
research
M c C a r th y
t e rme d
"reborn.''
"I arn very bullish on
starting a brand new icing
research tunnel which

Freche merits high
award from the AIAA

JOHN C. FRECHE
John C. Freche, acting
chief of both the Materials
and Structures & Mechan
ical Technologies Divisions
at the Lewis Center, has
been named an Associate
Fellow of the American
Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics (AIAA).
Associate Fellow is the
second-highest honor this
technical society can bestow
upon its members.
In his supervisory role,
Freche currently heads two
research divisions with a
combined total of some 190
scientists and engineers.

Their research efforts in
volve developing advanced
materials, methods of char
acterizing materials behav
ior and structural design
techniques and applying ad
vanced materials to aero
nautics, space and ground
propulsion systems and
ground power installations.
As a member of AIAA,
Freche, of Fairview Park,
played active and important
roles, including member
ship on the AlAA Materials
Technical Committee for
three years and serving as
chairman of an interna
tional conference on com
posites that was held at
Lewis last fall. The confer
ence drew several hundred
participants from industry,
government and the univer
sities.
In 1971 NASA honored
Freche with its high Excep
tional Scientific Achieve
ment medal for his \vork in
advancing high temperature
materials technology and
the science of metal fatigue.
(Continued on page 2)
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Inventors' Day
luncheon set
Thes fifths annuals Lewis
Inventorss Day Award
Luncheon will besheldsApril
8 ins thes Mains Cafeteria
Small Dining Room.
Twentys inventorss will
receive plaquess withs an
embosseds replicas ofs the
first pages
ofs
their
respectives patentss from
Centers Directors Dr.s John
F.s McCarthy, Jr.
NASA-wide,s Dr.s Los I.
Yins ofs Goddard Space
Flights Centers wass selected
assthesagency'ssInventor of
thes Years fors hiss invention
of the LIXlscope.
Lewis inventorss receiving
plaquess arc Donalds L.
Alger,s Edwards F.s Baehr,
Roberts C.s Bill,s Johns C.
Evans,s Jr.,s Edwards R.
Furman,s
Ambrose
Ginsburg, retiree,s Robert
P.s Gruber, William F.
Hady,s Melvin J. Hartmann,
Li-Chens Hsu, Lawrence P.
Ludwig,s Brent A. Miller,
Warrens H. Philipp,s J.
Anthony Powell,s Deans W.
Shcibley, Harold E.s Sliney,
Joseph R.sStephens,s Warner
L.s Stewart,s Lawrences H.
Thaller and Walter R.
Witzke.s

Maureen Lovell (left) and Kenneth Yass welcome Leslie
O'Herien the Director's State of the Center presentation.
(Don Huebler photo)

Canada, he said.
Dr. McCarthy sees Lewis
designing and building an
advanced communications
satellite between 1983-85
and an actual launch be
tween 1986-90. Key objec
tive is to put all the sophisti
cation and power into the
satellite so that land termi
nals can be low cost.
About 20 percent of the
Lewis work mix now is in
energy work being con
ducted for the Department
of Energy. Dr. McCarthy
feels that is just about right.
Research is presently being
carried out on automotive
propulsion including heat
engines and electric propul
sion, photovoltaics, wind

turbines and coal-to-gas co
generation of power and
steam.
"We are now spending
about $130 million annually
on ground-based energy
projects, 'way up from the
early '70's when we got into
the business," he said. He
cited the Road Load Simu
lator, now being installed,
as having the capability to
"ride over Cleveland road-·
ways, through a tape, to
find out exactly how a new
electric vehicle will perform
before it's ever built."
Also, of the Energy Di
rectorate, he said Lewis has
become the wind center of
the country and is helping
( Continued on page 2)

Decal emphasizes energy
Energy conversion, the prim� thrust of Lewis, is high
lighted in the new Center decal. It was developed to repre
sent the total contribution of the Lewis team, and depicts
aeronautics, space communications and terrestrial energy.
Examples of the work in these areas are shown erupting
from a burst of energy in the center of the decal. The decal
was distributed at the recent Director,s Message meetings.
Extra copies are available from the Awareness Office,
PAX 5202, MS 3-15.
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April 25,1980

EDWARD F. BAEHR

ROBERT C. BILL

JOHN C. EVANS, JR.

EDWARD R. FURMAN

Fifth Annual
Inventors Award Ceremony
ROBERT P. GRUBER

J. ANTHONY POWELL

WILLIAM F. HADY

DEAN W. SHEIBLEY

MELVIN J. HARTMANN
HAROLD E. SLINEY
Tabletop view of the award luncheon on A p r i l 8 which honored 19 Lewis inventors.

Nineteen Lewis inventors were honored at the Fifth Annual Inventors Award
,uncheon held April 8 in the Small Dining Room of the Main Cafeteria.
Center Director Dr. John F. McCarthy, Jr., congratulated the inventors and later
)resented them plaques that carried an embossed replica of the first page of the inventors’
)atents.
Lewis Patent Counsel Norman T. Musial began the annual inventors award event at
,ewis. The idea caught fire and is now an annual NASA-wide function.
LI-CHEN HSU
JOSEPH R. STEPHENS

Lewis Office of Patent Counsel
i

LAWRENCE P. LUDWIG
WARNER L. STEWART

GENE SHOOK, SR.
Patent Advisor

NORMAN T. MUSIAL
Patent Counsel

BRENT A. MILLER

LAWRENCE H.
THALLER

JAMES A. MACKIN
Patent Advisor

MILDRED C. HUTCHISON
Administrative Assistant

“He that invents a machine augments the power of man and the well-being of
mankind.” H.W. Beecher
WARREN H. PHILIPP

WALTER R. WITZKG

October 24,1980

Major awards
(continued frompage I)
supportive aid in the design
and evaluation of turbomachinery for advanced
technology propulsion
systems for aerospace
vehicles including the Space
Shuttle.”
The three teams receiving
group achievement awards
are the following:
.Engine Component Improvement Project Office
“for outstanding accomplishments in the development of aircraft propulsion
technologies which will result in substantial fuel savings and help maintain U.S.
leadership in aeronautics.’’
Engine Component Improvement Proiect Office
ieam members -Joseph A.
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.

Ziemianski, Robert J. Antl,
Frank J. Barina, Robert C.
Bill, Robert P. Dengler,
Walter H. Fenning, Irwin
K. Frey, Frank J. Hrach,
John E. McAulay, Charles
M. Mehalic, Donald L.
Nored, William M. Prati,
Dean C. Reemsnyder, G.
Paul Richter, Jack P. Shinn
Kenneth E. Skeels, Edward
G. Stakolich, Thomas N.
Strom, Irving E. Sumner,
Edward M. Szanca and
Diane M. Verlei.
.QCGAT Project Office
“for an outstanding contribution to general aviation
turbofan technology with
emphasis on reduced engine
noise and emissions and improved performance. ”
QCGAT team members

ments in which they operate, thereby helping to
prolong satellite mission
lifetimes and improving system operational reliability.”
Spacecraft Environment
team members are Norman
T. Grier, Carolyn K.
Purvis, James C. Roche and
John V. Staskus.
Among other distinctions
conferred, Victor Gordon,
deputy director for resource
and financial management,
and C. Robert Morse of the
Aerothermodynamics and
Fuels Division received
emblems for 40 years of
government service.
Also recognized were
J.
Anthony
Powell,
Richard G. Seaholtz and

are Kaleel L . Abdalla,
Donald L. Bresnahan,
Edward T. Calmer, John J.
Coy, James S . Fear,
Edward R. Hersman,
Lawrence M. Hibben,
Robert W. Koenig, Eugene
A. Krejsa, Anthony Long,
Lawrence P. Ludwig,
Royce D. Moore, Harold
E. Rohlik, Francis S.
Stepka, Dennis P. Townsend and Michael R.
Vanco.
.Spacecraft Environment
Section “in recognition of
its significant contributions
in developing means of
understanding and controlling detrimental interactions
between geosynchronous
satellites and the space
charged-particle environ-

Upcoming events
NOVEMBER

19

Anthony J . Strazisar for
co-authorship of the best
Lewis technical publication
in 1980: “Efficient Laser
Anemometer for IntraRotor Flow Mapping in
Turbo Machinery.’’
Center Director Dr. John
F. McCarthy, Jr. served as
master of ceremonies and
presented the NASA agency
awards. Deputy Director
Dr. John M. Klineberg
presented the 40-year service and best publication
awards.
Scheduled guest speaker
for the occasion was Rear
Admiral
Anthony
F.
Fugaro, District Commander of the U.S. Coast
Guard, who added remarks
of appreciation as co-chairman of the Cleveland
Federal Executive Board.
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Wed

Sd

1
2

Club Ad

Aud

Karate 5 PM DEB Caleteria
Special Achievement Awards
2 PM DEB Aud Didelot Retire
ment Party Guerin House 5 PM

4

Dancercize 5 PM DEB Cafeteria

State 01 Division Meeting
Rudey Ad. Aud 9 AM;
Pre Retirement Seminar 1 PM
DEB Aud.,Servicemen’s Club
5 PM Guerin House; Fencing
Club 5 PM DEB Aud.

16

17

:
E
U
a
n
c
e
Club 7 30 PM

Karate 5 PM DEB Cafeteria

I

235i;,y

30

z;uIance

Club 7 3 0 PM

24

Karate 5 PM DEB Cafeteria

18

25

Computational Fluid Workshop

8/30 AM Ad Aud Dancercize
5 PM DEB Cafeteria. Explorer
Scout Registration 6PM Ad Aud

Choral Club 5 PM DEB Cafeteria.
Dancercize 5 PM Ad Aud

AWARENESS S&T Directorate
Message DEB Aud 9 AM, Pre
Retirement Seminar DEB Aud
I PM. J Dugan Retirement Party
Guerin House 3 PM. Fencing
Club 5 PM DEB Aud

19

Computational Fluid Workshop
8.30 AM Ad. Aud.; Karate 5 PM
DEB Cafeteria

13

Dancercize 5 PM Main Cafeteria
Choral Club 5 PM DEB Cafeteria
Cyclotron REcognition 3.30 PM
Ad. Aud., Dancercize 5 PM
Ad. Aud.; Coating Conference
8:30 AM Deb. Aud.; L. Revynak
Retirement Party 4:30 PM
Guerin House

20

7

Supervisor’s Club 4 30 PM Main
Cafeteria, Sportman’s Club
4/30 PM Executive Dinina Rm
Colonel’s Baseball Party-5 PM
Guerin House

Latin Dance Club 8 PM Ad Aud

8

Nothing Scheduled

Nothing Scheduled

I

Nothing Scheduled

BPW 5 PM Exec Dining Room
Boy Scouts SW Dist 7 30 PM
Fencing Club 5 PM DEB Aud
Dancercize 5 PM Ad Aud
Choral Club 5 PM DEB Caieteri;

Nothing Scheduled

Club 7 3 0 PM

Companies awarded $3.2 million in contracts
i
I

NASA
Lewis
has
awarded $3,255,872 in contracts to four companies in
support of developing an
advanced communications
satellite system suitable for
commercial use.
Two-year parallel contracts were awarded to
Texas Instruments, Inc.,
Dallas, Texas, and TRW
Defense and Space Systems
Group, Redondo Beach,
California, for design,
development and delivery

of a 20 gigahertz, 6 to 7.5
watt, GaAs FET amplifier.
The $998,360 contract to
Texas Instruments and the
$940,909 contract to TRW
are cost-plus-fixed-fee.
Under each of these contracts the companies will
design and build a proof-ofconcept amplifier that will
combine the power of
several GaAs FET amplifier
modules and achieve an
output power of 6 to 7.5
watts at a net efficiency

of 20%.
At the same time, twoyear parallel contracts were
awarded to LNR Communications, Inc., Hauppauge, L.I., New York, and
ITT Defense Communications Division, Nutley, New
Jersey, for development of
low-noise satellite receivers
to operate in the 30 gigahertz frequency range. The
$445,425 contract to LNR
Communications, Inc., and
the $759,178 contract to

ITT are cost-plus-fixed-fee.
Under each of these
contracts the companies will
design and build a proof-ofconcept receiver that
includes an image-enhanced
mixed, local oscillator and
i n t e r m e d i a t e frequency
amplifier.
Both the transmitters and
the low noise receivers are
to be used on an advanced
communications satellite
that would be experimentally operated in the high

frequency 30/20 gigahertz
(GH,) bands. The satellite is
expected to prove technology concepts that, if
implemented commercially,
would meet the tremendous
increase in U.S. telecommunications needs anticipated during the next two
decades. These bands have
not been commercially used
to date in this country.

I

SET CLOCKS BACK
THIS WEEKEND.

I

I
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Stofan scans future:

Sees 4000 people, large
space station role
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Lewis physicists
break high-tentperature
electronic barrier

Shuttle pilot plans lab talk
Astronaut Robert Overmyer was at the controls when
Columbia lifted off the pad to begin the first operational
Shuttle mission. The native Cleveland Shuttle pilot will speak
to Lewis staff at 1:30 p.m. in the DEB aud. on Dec. 9. His talk
will be broadcast live to other parts of the lab. For tickets to the
DEB aud., contact your division secretary. Shuttle buses will
operate from hangar parking lot.

-�---- --- ·-----

A team of Lewis physicists has
developed a repeatable, practical
manufacturing process for high purity
silicon carbide semiconductors - a
discovery which may vanguard the
development of a new breed of
heat-resistant electronics.
Semiconductors, the tiny electronic
''chips'' small enough to pass through
the eye of a needle, are the heart of
modern microelectronics and are used
in everything from computer toys to
complex spacecraft guidance systems.
Until now, most semiconductors
have been made of pure silicon, the
main ingredient of beach sand.
Unrivaled in purity, these silicon
chips, however, are adversely affected
by heat. Electronics using silicon
semiconductors are destroyed by
temperatures above 600 degrees
Fahrenheit.
Scientis ts say that b y us ing
semiconductors made of silicon
carbide, electronic packages should be
capable of enduring temperatures as
high as 1,600 degrees F (lead melts at
620 degrees F).
'' High temperature electronics
b a s e d on s i l i c o n ca r b i d e
semiconductors will be of great value
to a wide variety of users,'' said Lewis
physicist Bill Nieberding who, with
physicists Tony Powell and Herb Will,
has been intensely involved in the
development of a new process.
'' High-temperature electronics
could give Lewis the ability to place
electronic packages and switches

inside experimental turbine engines to
both monitor and control the engine to
a degree never before possible,"
Nieberding said.
Silicon carbide semiconductors will
a l s o b e v a l u abl e in i mp r ov e d
instrumentation for nuclear-powered
generators - both in space and on the
ground.
High-temperature electronics could
enable NASA to build planetary
probes able to withstand the searing
heat encountered on the surface of
planets like Venus or Mercury, he
added.
Th e s e a r c h fo r a p r a c ti c a l
production process for silicon carbide
se m i c o ndu c t o r s i s n o t n e w.
Researchers in the 1950' s realized
how sensitive silicon electronics were
t o h e a t and s e t o u t t o find a
semiconducting material that was
capable of withstanding higher
temperatures.
One of the materials considered was
diamond, but natural diamonds are far
t o o expe n siv e t o u s e a s a
semiconducting material and the
man-made variety lack purity and
other essential properties.
The Air Force was the driving force
behind much of the early research into
silicon carbide semiconductors in the
1950's.
The i r
reason:
without
h ig h -t emsp e r a t u r e e l e c tr o nics,
supersonic jets need exotic cooling
systems to protect their avionics.
Continued on page 3
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Opening a new
frontier
Continued from page 1
Cooling methods include
pumping highly flammable jet
fuel around the aircraft’s
electronics to absorb
damaging heat.
The early silicon carbide
efforts were a failure because
sufficiently pure crystals of
silicon carbide were
impossible to make and the
experimental production
methods were not repeatable,
according to Powell.
Research on finding a
repeatable process continued
in labs all over the world
during the 1960’s but was
abandoned in the U . S . in
1973.
Research into hightemperature electronics hightemperature semiconductor,
according to Powell.

“At the same time the
program was revived, we
received a request from a
Japanese physicist to join us at
Lewis on a research
fellowship,” Powell said.
“He had been doing advanced
research into silicon carbide
with a unique idea.”
Dr. Shigihiro Nishino was
quickly granted the fellowship
and spent the next 15 months
at Lewis working with
Nieberding, Powell and Will
on adapting his novel idea of
making the elusive silicon
carbide semiconductor.
Nishino’s theoretical
that could later be deposited
above it.
The main stumbling block
in this process, according to
Nieberding, was that the
spacing between atoms of the

What is a

semiconductor ?
S e m i c o n d u c t o r s , or “ c h i p s , ” a r e the
fundamental elements of all modern computers.
In this role they serve as switches that store or
route information in a binary language by being
either open or closed in a coded sequence.
Semiconductors can do this because their ability
to conduct an electric current can be controlled.
Unlike c o p p e r - - a l s o a c o n d u c t o r , or
rubber--wEZ%is an insulator, semiconductors play
both sides of the field.
A specific amount of current must be brought to
bear upon the semiconductor switch to excite its
atomic structure into a conducting state - or open
switch position.
Germanium, silicon, diamond and silicon carbide
are among the few materials that have this unique
property.
By building many such switches upon a single,
tiny chip, vast amounts of information can be stored
for later use.
based on silicon carbide was
resumed in America two years
a g o when the Navy and
NASA began looking for
ways of putting computers in
direct, on-line control of jet
engines.
W h e n work r e s u m e d ,
silicon carbide was still
considered by NASA to be the
best bet in the search for a

p r o c e s s b e g a n by u s i n g
standard silicon disks as a
substrate for the construction
of the s i l i c o n c a r b i d e
semiconductor. This was
similar to other, unsuccessful
methods tried in the past. Pure
silicon was desirable as a base
because it would impart its
highly regular crystal
structure to the silicon carbide

Tony Powell monitors the process by which a sample of silicon carbide is made in the
experimental facility he and Dr. Will designed. Gases used in the manufacturing process
are introduced into the quartz heating chamber via a network of tubing on the right end.
The silicon base material rests on a graphite bed inside the copper coils of the radio
Don Huebler photo
frequency elements.
two
materials
was
significantly different, which
caused the upper layer of
deposited silicon carbide to
break into tiny unusable
pieces. The resulting uneven
surface destroyed the
material’s ability to act as a
semiconductor.
“Nishino’s
efforts
involved first laying down a
very thin buffer layer of
irregular silicon carbide
crystals over the silicon
substrate,” Nieberding
explained.
The buffer layer of tiny
crystals (about 10,000 times
thinner than a human hair)
would act as a bridge between
the two slighty different
crystal structures.
This Lewis international
group of scientists worked
several months in the IRL
constructing the l a b that

Powell said.
The results of the program
will be officially published in
a scientific journal where
other researchers can benefit
from the Lewis discovery.
Nieberding, Will and
Powell have used the silicon
carbide produced in their rig
to build diodes and other
devices for evaluation.
“Early indications show
that our efforts have been a
success,” Powell said, adding
that their work has really just
begun. “Now we are looking
at ways to make the process
more efficient. ’ ’
Like many other technical
innovations, no one is sure
just how valuable the silicon
carbide chip will be, but even
“With Nishino’s idea and t h e m o s t c o n s e r v a t i v e
our experience from past estimates indicate that Lewis
efforts we were together able may have opened the door to a
world
of
to develop a repeatable new
process rather q u i c k y , ” high-temperature electronics.

would permit them to perfect a
way of depositing the buffer
layer and the subsequent layer
of silicon cabide.
Their process began by
heating a pure silicon wafer in
a radio frequency heated oven
and then injecting selected
gases to form the silicon
carbide crystal buffer layer.
T h e result was a film
surface upon which other
gases introduced into the oven
could later deposit a uniform
layer of pure silicon carbide
crystals - thus forming the
elusive silicon carbide
semiconductor.
The involved and highly
controlled process requires
about six hours.

Silicon carbide:
Boon to communications?
A technical symposium
held recently t o d i s c u s s
Lewis’ silicon carbide
innovations revealed a
possible n e w , and m o r e
extensive, application for the
super semiconductor communication electronics.
Physicists working on
extremely high frequency
communications believe
silicon carbide may prove to
b e a key e l e m e n t in
developing frequency bands
measured in Terrahertz. or

trillions of cycles per second.
Normal radio and television
broadcasting is done on the
Kilohertz and Megahertz
bands (thousands and millions
of c y c l e s p e r s e c o n d
respectively). Gigahertz band
communications (billions of
cycles per second) is just
coming into use, primarily for
satellite applications.
Silicon
carbide’s
communication applications
could also prove to be more

extensive in terms of dollars
invested.
“For every dollar invested
in
high-temperature
electronics,” Neiberding
said, “there are 100 dollars
spent on communications. ”
Work on silicon carbide’s
h i g h - f r e q u e n c y
communications applications
is still in the experimental
stage. Scientists hope
Terrahertz frequencies could
solve the growing problems of
crowded airwaves.

Lab surpasses 1982 CFC goal

The long desired result: samples of Lewis-made silicon
carbide. The super-thin, transparent yellow wafers show as
darker areas of the photo.

Lewis once again showed
the Cleveland federal district
that it was a major center for
generosity during the 1982
Combined Federal Campaign.
At Iast count, $309,456 more than 102 percent of the
goal - was pledged.
The participation level was
almost 87 percent.

Lewis CFC Chairman
Robert Finkelstein said the
tally doesn’t even include the
confidential contribution
figure, which amounts to
several t h o u s a n d s of
additional dollars.
“True to the traditional
spirit of giving at Lewis, we

met and surpassed our goal
this year,” he said.
Retirees contributed
$1,805 to the total.
A final figure has not been
released by the CFC director
to d a t e , a c c o r d i n g t o
Finkelstein, who added that
CFC contributions are still
coming in.
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Christmas
Club funds
well spent
Editor,
“The 1982 N . A . S . A .
Christmas Club closed out the
season a big success, thanks to
all the personnel at Lewis who
donated. This was our 25th
Anniversary and we were able
to meet all the requests from
the various organizations.
Collected was a total of
$4,730.52 and it was distributed as follows: $200 to
Memphis Community Class
for the Retarded Child, $200
to Bethel Lutheran Special
Preschool, $200 to Parkview
Therapeutic Preschool,
$537.52 to Children Forever,
and the largest donation was
formally presented by Dr.
John Klineberg to the Society
for Crippled Children for the
amount of $3,593.00
As Publicity Chairman I
‘wish to thapk all the people
,at Lewis for their warm
generosity and support. ”
-Frank
DeAngelo

News Notes
High temperature electronics talk
Lewis Physicist Tony Powell will present a Research Briefing on an “Improved Crystal Growth Process for Cubic Silicon
Carbide,” a crucial element needed to create a new family of
electronics capable of withstanding the high temperature environment of jet engines and other hot applications. The 30minute briefing, open to anyone interested, will be held March
2 at 11 a.m. in the Ad. Bldg. Auditorium.

Ed and Gilda Cifani stars of dance
The Lewis Latin Dance Club is sponsoring a dance March 4
from 8:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. in the Ad. Bldg. Auditorium. Ed
and Gilda Cifani will provide the music. Tickets are $1 I per
couple with a cash bar. Send check to Dave Hopkins, MS
142-1, by Feb. 25. The club’s rumba class will start March 6.
Cost is $20 per couple. Call Del Drier at PAX 2223 for more
information.

Perkes named outstanding woman

Kathy Naugle (left), chairman of the 1982 NASA Christmas Club and Deputy Director John M. Klineberg present a
check for $3,593 to Dr. Walter S. Whittle, executive director
of the Society For Crippled Children. The check was part of
$4,730.52 raised for local charities by the club.
Bill Richardson photo

She finds it’s never too late...
Ambition and enthusiasm
are her key words and she believes it’s never too late to
do what you want to do in life.
This philosophy fittingly
describes Del B. Zatroch of
Lewis’ Environmental Health
Office, who recently graduated from Cuyahoga Community College with an
associate degree in Applied
Business - Office Administration.

All of her classes were
taken at night.
Still under the CEP I1 upper
mobility program, Del is now
pursuing a Bachelor’s degree
in journalism at Kent State
University.
Her scholarship at CCC
qualified her for the Dean’s
List. Apart from academic
work, she is also active in the
Lake Erie Girl Scout Council
and the Eastern Star.

Visitor Information Center Lecturer Lindy J. Perkes was
recently selected as an Outstanding Young Woman of America
in recognition of her personal and professional accomplishments by a committee comprised of representatives of the
General Federation of Women’s Clubs, Daughters of the American Revolution, National Federation of Business and Professional Women and the American Association of University
Women. Perkes is currently working towards a Master’s degree
in Business in addition to her NASA duties.

30-year veteran John Peters dies
John Peters, a Lewis employee for 30 years died recently in
his home in Huntington Beach, Calif. Peters, who worked in the
wind tunnels and as a power dispatcher, is survived by his wife
Janet, five children, 23 grandchildren and nine greatgrandchildren.
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Notes of Appreciation

1

“My thanks to my coworkers and friends for their sympathy
expressed and contributions given to the Holy Family Home in
memory of my father.”
Bob Ingebo
“I would like to thank everyone for their part in making my
retirement party an occasion to remember.
John Daly
”

Del Zatroch, CCC grad.

“To my coworkers and friends: thank you for my retirement
party, the lovely gifts and the wonderful memories.”
Frank Kubancik

Trivia test
The last Lewis News Trivia Test was the hardest to
date according to our respondents, who did a good job of
finding the answers.
Question one asked the
reader to name the first dog
in space and the spacecraft
that carried it. Lou Chelko,
Roy Nalazek, E. W . Otto and
Ken Havekotte were correct
with their answers. The dog,
Laika (Russian for ‘barker’),
orbited the earth in Sputnik
2.
To answer the second
question; G u s G r i s s o m ’ s
Mercury capsule isn’t on display because it sank into the
Atlantic during recovery operations following its suborbital flight in 1961. Grissom barely escaped with his
life when the craft’s escape
hatch prematurely b l e w ,
causing the tiny s h i p t o
flood. Dave Fleming, who
correctly answered this one,
added that the accident probably was the reason that on

all following splashdowns
the astronaut didn’t open the
door until a flotation collar
was secured to the capsule.
Ed Adankiewicz correctly
answered n u m b e r t h r e e :
what d i d G r i s s o m n a m e
Gemini 3, the first manned
flight of that program? Ed’s
answer: the Unsinkable Molly Brown.
Lewis’ employee newspaper (fourth question) has
been known by a number of
names. In order, they are:
Wing Tips, Orbit and Lewis
News (since 1964).
The plaque mounted on
the front leg of the Apollo 1 1
lunar lander bears the names
of the mission crew, Neil
Armstrong, Edwin Aldrin
and Michael Collins, as well
as President Richard M .
Nixon.

Test 3
1. When did Lewis’ first
wind tunnel become oper-

ational? Which one was it?
2. Which center is credited
with originating NASA’s first
logo, commonly known as
“the meatball?”
3. Who was the first man to
break the “sound barrier?”
4 . What was the name
given his unique aircraft?
5 . What Apollo mission
was first to use the electric lunar rover moon car?
Good Luck!
Send your answers to Lewis
News mail stop 3-1 1.

Invest
in your
future

BUY
BONDS

“Many thanks to all my wonderful friends at Lewis for your
good wishes, cards and prayers during my recent hospital stay
and surgery. They all helped me so much.” Irene Ferman
“Many thanks to all my friends at Lewis for a most enjoyable
and unforgettable send off for my retirement. Thank you all for
Malvina Hay
your friendship, best wishes and gifts.
”

Now that you’ve
Retired
Just because you’ve retired doesn’t mean the
Lewis News isn’t interested in what you’re doing.
We would like to start a sometimes column consisting of brief paragraphs describing what you are
doing. It could be your hobby, an unusual trip, a new
job, volunteer work, a big fishing prize - anything!
Our senior column might also be a good place to
communicate with other retirees and their families.
If you have interesting things happening, tell us.

Write:
Lewis Retiree Column
Mail-stop 3-11
NASA Lewis Research Center
21000 Brookpark Rd.
Cleveland, Ohio 44135.
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Lewis research earns
four IR-100 awards
Continued from page 1

Powell and Will's silicon carbide
development (Lewis News, Dec. '82)
describes a repeatable process for
making semiconductors of silicon
carbide that have much higher
temperature tolerances than
semiconductors currently available.
With such devices, electronic
components can be built that will be
capable of operating in harsh, high
temperature environments such as
those found in turbine engine hot
sections, deep well drilling and
spacecraft communications
applications.
"System for High-Speed Balancing
of Shafts" is a process that uses lasers
to correct imbalances so that shafts
and rotors run more smoothly and
more accurately at all operating
speeds. Its key feature is a computer
controlled pulsed laser that can
remove materials from the shaft at up
to five axial locations and correct
balance at remote locations that are

impossible to reach by other means.
The system can be applied to
balancing high speed rotating
machinery, turbo chargers,
gyroscopes, turbo compressors and
aircraft gas turbine rotors.
"High-Frequency, High-Power
Capacitors" are high-voltage devices
that enable small, lightweight
electronic components to produce
larger power output in space power
applications. The capacitors also have
many terrestrial applications.
Lewis' fourth IR-100 award winner
-- "High-Speed Switch Matrix
System" -- is an improved technique
for routing messages among many
ground terminal users throughout the
continental United States using a
geosynchronous communications
satellite. The new technique greatly
increases the throughput capability of
a satellite and enhances the efficient
utilization of the available
communications frequency spectrum.

25 YEARS OF NASA - Lewis Propul1lon Systems Laboratory personnel prepare for a
test firing of Lewis' RL-10 engine In one of the PSL tanks In this 1962photo. The RL-10
was the first rocket engine to bum llquld oxygen and llquld hydrogen a1 fuel. This
high-energy fuel technology was applied to other, more powerful, engines that took
astronauts to the moon and that now power the Shuttle. The model In the foreground
depicts a Centaur upperstage, powered by two RL-10's, mated to an Atlas booster.

Marty Brown photo
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materials, which in previous work
caused the upper layer of silicon
carbide to break into tiny, unusable
.' . pieces. The resulting uneven surface
de'Stroyed the material's ability to
act as a semiconductor."
Nieberding, along with
been trying to make useful
Anthony Powell and Herbert Will of
electronic devices with silicon
NASA and Japanese phys~ist
carbide as the semiconducting
Shigihiro Nishino, developed the
material. Some scientists agree that new process. It was Nishino's
by using SiC semiconductors,
innovation of a buffer layer between
electronic packages could endure
the silicon and silicon carbide
temperatures as high as 1600 F
materials that keyed the
development.
(870 C).
Yet, while the potential has
Rather than form a SiC device
been great, the research effort to
directly on the silicon substrate, the
researchers decided to put down a
develop a process for making the
elusive SiC semiconductor has
buffer layer of silicon carbide first.
"This buffer layer, measuring
fallen short of its goal. The main
stumbling block has been the 
between 10- and 20-nm thick, acts
difficulty in growing silicon carbide as a bridge between the two slightly
in a single-crystal form.
different crystal structures,"
Early research focused on
Nieberding explained.
"We do not fully understand the
depositing SiC on a silicon wafer,
with the idea that the silicon would role of the buffer layer in this work.
transmit its single-crystal structure We have a lot of ideas of what it
does, but no concrete evidence yet.
to the SiC. What the researchers
found, however, is that the spacing
"We believe that the buffer
layer reduces the stress between the
between the atoms of the two
materials is significantly different atomic arrangement of the two
for electronic applications. NASA materials. We are fairly sure that
Lewis physicist Bill Nieberding told the regularity of silicon is
IR&D, "There is a 20% difference in transmitted, but weakened, through
the atomic spacing between the two the SiC buffer layer to the SiC -

Buffer layer may open
SiC uses in electronics
SILICON CARBIDE, a tough, heat
resistant material, is not exactly
begging for new applications. The
unique properties of silicon carbide
(SiC) make it a highly desirable
material for demanding, critical
wear environments.
Now, researchers at NASA
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland,
OH; have developed a process for
making silicon carbide
semiconductors. The process, while
still in early R&D stages, could open
up an important new application for
silicon carbide-high-performance
electronics.
With the exception of gallium
arsenide (GaAs) as a
semiconducting material, pure
silicon is the main material used to
fabricate electronic chips. While
unrivaled in purity, these silicon
chips, however, are sensitive to
heat. Electronics usi'ng silicon
semiconductors are destroyed by
temperatures above 600 F (315 C).
With this limitation in mind,
researchers, since the 1950s, have
grown on it. But this is all
speculation," he added.
The researchers began by
constructing a small lab that would
allow them to perfect Nishino's
theoretical process of depositing a
buffer layer and the subsequent
layer of silil!on carbide. The process
that finally evolved centers around
heating a pure silicon wafer in a
radio frequency-heated oven, and
then injecting selected gases to form
the SiC buffer layer. The result is a
film surface upon which other gases
are later deposited to form a pure
silicon carbide crystal. The process
takes about six hours to complete.
A critical aspect of the process
is control over working parameters,
such as temperature and flow of
gases, Nieberding explained.
"Control must be very precise in
order to deposit the buffer and then
grow SiC on it. Attention to detail
makes all of the difference."
While some of the mechanics of
what the buffer layer does do
remains vague, potential
applications for SiC devices are
many. Among its unique properties,
SiC has the ability to handle
extremely high frequencies. For
communication electronics, SiC
semiconductors could open up a
whole new range of frequency bands

in the hundreds of gigahertz. For
control the engine to a degree never
computer electronics, this highbefore possible," Nieberding said.
frequency range could mean faster
"They also could be valuable for
and more-powerful coJOPuters.buili.,-improved instrumentation of
with SiC semiconductors.
. 'nuclear power generators, as well as
"Silicon carbide electronics
enable researchers to build
could also give us the ability to
planetary probes that can withstand
place electronic packages and
the searing heat encountered on
switches inside experimental
planets such as Venus-nr Mercury."
turbine engines to monitor and
But Nieberding stresses that
usable devices made of SiC have yet
to be built. "We have made some
P-N junctions, but not anything that
would resemble a practical device.
We are still working on materials
characterization. Right now we are
more interested in what makes the
buffer layer do what it does," he
added.-Skip Derra 0
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Airlines
could reap
major fuel
savings with
new engine
Major advances in aircraft jet engine
efficiency have been achieved in a
five-year research program conducted
by the General Electric Company for
Lewis.
Both Lewis and GE report that
application of the new technologies
can reduce aircraft fuel consumption
by more than 18 percent (equivalent
to a 15 percent reduction in engine
specific fuel consumption) and reduce
direct operating costs by 10 percent.
These fuel-sipping engines will see
service aboard aircraft in the late
I 980s and I 990s.
To put this into perspective, each
one percent reduction in fuel usage
would save U.S. airlines 100 million
gallons per year or about $ I JO million
in fuel costs.
Started in January 1978, the project
has been virtually completed with the
full operational tests of a GE
experimental engine that incorporates
new designs for key components using
technical advances perfected in the
program.
Known as the Energy Efficient
Engine Component Development and
Integration Program (E-cubed for
short), the project was a $206-million,
cost-shared effort involving the
independent development of advanced
technology engines by both General
Electric and Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
Division of United Technologies
Corp. About 90 percent of the total
funding for both contracts was
provided by NASA and the balance
by the two contractors.
Pratt & Whitney concentrated
exclusively on developing the
technology for a wide range of
advanced components, with the end
result being an extensive series of
tests on each component or
technology. GE. taking a different
course, assembled the components for
testing as an entire experimental
engine system.
The GE engine recently completed
65 hours of operational testing at the
company's facility in Peebles, Ohio.
Running the engine was the last
major milestone in the GE program.
The tests indicated that the
experimental engine's specific fuel
consumption reduction would be
about 13.5 percent at cruise
conditions compared to the current
airline passenger jet engine, the CF650C.
"Based on these results. achieving
at least a 15 percent reduction in
specific fuel consumption for a new,
fully developed engine based on E
cubed technology appears highly

ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE -- GE technicians Inspect the fan of the Lewis-managed Energy Efficient Engine. The engine,

pictured In a test cell at GE's faclllty at Peebles, Ohio, employs technology that could save U.S. alrllnea more than $1.5 billion
GE photo

annually In fuel costs. It was developed under a $206 mllllon, five-year, cost shared research program.

High-temp electronics breakthrough
among IR-100 award winners
Four Lewis developments have been
selected by Industrial Research and
Development magazine's annual
competition as among the 100 most
significant new technical
developments of the year.
Known as the IR-JOO Award, the
honor has been given to top research
organizations since 1963. Lewis is
now sixth among all-time I R-100
winners in the nation with 40 awards.
In this year's competition, honoring
the most significant developments in
1982, there were over 1,000 entries
competing for the !00 awards.
Lewis' winning entries and their

developers are:
"Process for Producing Cubic
Silicon Carbide Devices" by Lewis
researchers J. Anthony Powell and
Herbert Will; "System for High-Speed
Balancing of Shafts" by David P.
Fleming and co-developed by
Mechanical Technology, Inc., of
Latham, N.Y.; "High-Frequency,
High-Power Capacitors" by David D.
Renz and co-developed with Maxwell
Laboratories, Inc., San Diego, Calif.;
and "High-Speed Switch Matrix
System'' by Ernie W. Spisz and co
developed with Ford Aerospace and
Communication Corp., General
Electric and Mitre Corp.
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News Notes
Schuon gets highest grade
Dr. Susan R. Schuon, an engineer in
the Materials and Structures
Directorate, received the highest
grade in the recent metallurgical
discipline- exam for professional
registration conducted by the State
Board of Registration for
Professional Engineers and Surveyors.
Schuon is now a fully accredited
member of the Ohio Society of
Professional Engineers.

Chamis presents two papers
Christos C. Chamis, a member of the
Structures and Mechanical
Technologies Division, will present
two papers detailing his work in
composites at the Reinforced PlasticsComposites Conference and Expo ’84,
next January in Houston.
The conference is the first
composites industry trade show and
will feature 125 papers on all aspects
of composites technology.
Chamis’ two papers -- “Simplified
Composite Micromechanics
Equations for Strength, Impact
Resistance, Fracture Toughness and
Environmental Effects” and “Design
Procedures for Fiber Composite
Structural Components: Membranes,
Plates and Box Beams” -- will be
presented in the Expo’s Advanced
Composites section.

Christmas show dates
announced
The Lewis Christmas Show Committee has
begun preparations for its 20th annual holiday
production, scheduled for Dec. 9 for inner city
children and Dec. IO for children of employees.
Approximately I50 volunteers. including the
Lewis Choral Group and the Camera Club, will
participate in the event.
George Repas, chairman of the show, said all
employees will soon receive two flyers that
provide details on the volunteer program. “I’d
really like to see our new employees take part
in this Lewis tradition,” he added.
Tickets go on sale in the DEB and main
cafeterias the week of Nov. 28.

In appreciation
“I wish to express my gratitude for
the expressions of sympathy upon the
death of my stepfat her.

Deaths
John Klapproth, 61, began his career
in aeronautics as an NACA
aeronautical research scientist at
Lewis. There he headed research and
development of the first multistage
transonic and high-performance
supersonic compressors, which had a
significant impact on modern
turbofan and turbojet engines.
Kalpproth later became an executive
with General Electric’s Evendale
facility.

Dr. Henry G. Kosmahl, Lewis
physicist credited with pioneering the
development of the traveling wave
tube and other communication
satellite technology breakthroughs,
will be awarded the CECON Medal
of Achievement at the upcoming
Conference for Electrical and
Electronic Technologies in Cleveland.
The two-day CECON Conference,
scheduled to begin Oct. 4, will feature
the latest developments in electronics
and computer intelligence technology.
Other Lewis representatives at the
conference are Godfrey Anzic, who
will present his work in gallium
arsenide microwave monolithic
integrated circuit technology; E. W.
Spisz who will give a talk entitled, “A
Satellite Switched SS-TDMA IF
Switch Matrix” and Tony Powell who
will talk about his recent
developments in high-temperature
semiconductors. In addition to
receiving the award, Kosmahl also
will present a talk, “Space Power
TWTS -- Very Much Alive.”

BPW starts drive
The Lewis chapter of the Business and
Professional Women’s Club (BPW) will kick
off a six-week membership drive with a “Past
Presidents” dinner tonight at 5 p.m. in the
small dining room of the Main Cafeteria. The
theme of the event is “Speaking up on issues
affecting working women.”

Got a racquet?
The NASA Racquetball Club is
looking for anyone interested in
playing in a men’s singles, women’s
singles or coed league. Call Marlene
Kleinhenz at PAX 8274 for more
details.

Up the ladder
Three recent staff changes in the
Procurement Division are Dhnna H.
Corm, the new head of the ADPE
(Automatic Data Processing
Equipment) and Equipment Section,
Robert M. Purgert, named head of
the Operations and Industry
Assistance Office, and Boyd M. Bane,

Corso

Miller

appointed as Unsolicited Proposal
Coordinator.
Corso began her career at Lewis as
a clerk-typist in 1963 and for the past
13 years has held various positions
within the Procurement Division.
Prior to her promotion she headed
the Purchase Section.
Under her guidance is the
acquisition for all data processing and
research equipment purchased by the
Center in support of its research and
technology programs.
A contract specialist and
procurement analyst at Lewis since
1969, Purgert now oversees
implementation of all procurement
procedures in addition to generating
the Division’s primary statistics and
reports.
Bane, who already serves as a

Miller has held several supervisory
positions since joining the agency at
its Plum Brook Space Power Facility
in Sandusky in 1968. He previously
headed Lewis’ Ceramics Research
Sect ion.

Thomas J. Miller has been named to

Chief, Project Management and
Coordination Office in Lewis’
Materials and Structures Directorate.
In that capacity, Miller will direct
the planning and advocacy for
research programs involving the
development of advanced materials
and structures technologies,
coordinate the directorate’s
integration with other research
activities underway at Lewis, and
provide management for a number of
programs, including the Hot Section
Technology and Microgravity Science
Projects.

Harrison Allen

Kosmahl honored by
CECON

procurement contracting officer
responsible for monitoring the more
than 380 active college and university
grants and cooperative agreements,
will now oversee the many unsolicited
proposals that come to Lewis as well.

The Lewis News is published biweekly for Lewis Research Center
employees, contractors and
retirees by the Center’s Public
Information Office. PAX 2140, MS
3-1 1.
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NASA’s 25th
birthday
celebration!
Sunday, Oct. 2
The anniversary party gets
underway at noon with selfguided tours of all major
work sites.
Picnic grounds open for all
Refreshments available at
the main cafe. and the
picnic grounds
Cake cutting ceremony at
3 p.m. on the steps of the
Administration Building
See the history of NASA in
photographs on display in
the hangar

Paul Farace

‘U.S. G.P.O. 659-037/06

Lost anything?
Lost anything? Maybe a hearing-aid
battery dispenser, initialed Marine
ring, engraved engagement and
wedding rings, jacket, umbrella, fur
cap - yes.^perhaps even - an
engraved, silver folding pocket knife
or gold-crowned tooth?
These are just a few examples of
what is housed in the Security Office’s
Lost and Found Department,
administered by Bernice Lavko.
Andrew Corcoran, who oversees
the department as head of the
Security Office, says “We are
interested in getting found property
back to the rightful owners. Record is
kept of reported lost items, enabling
us to associate the items with the
owners when and if the property is
turned in.”
The Lost and Found Register has
been administered by Lavko since
1976. Corcoran says the service has
been in existence overall, at the
Security Office, for about 20 years.
Is there someone who can’t hear as
well lately? Maybe you lost the

Bernice Lavko examines some of the
items lost at the Center that have yet to
be claimed by their owners.
Paul Farace photo

hearing aid battery dispenser found
recently by Don Boldman in Building
1 I . Such items are kept for one year,
then all unclaimed items are
donated to a charitable organization.
So, if you’ve lost an item, contact
Bernice Lavko, PAX 4268. She may
turn it into a found one for you.

Help for overeaters
Dr. John Gulan, Lewis’ Chief of
Occupational Medicine, invites all
Lewis employees, their families and
their friends to attend the first
meeting of the Lewis Chapter of
Overeaters Anonymous, scheduled for
5 p.m., Oct. 5, in DEB room 1314.
The program is based in principle
on the successful Alcoholics
Anonymous format but will focus on
men and women who have
compulsive overeating as a common
problem.
“The vast majority of significantly
overweight people are compulsive
overeaters,” Dr. Gulan explained.
“OA directs its energies at overeating,
the cause of the problem, rather than
overweight, which is the result.”

Dr. Gulan said OA members help
each other by mutual support, shared
experiences and by offering new
insights into the problem, which
according to OA, is a disease.
“Their results are statistically very
much better than reported by any
other treatment , Gulan added.
Barbara Gaeble, an OA worker for
seven years, will preside over the first
meeting. Eileen Schaeffer, a fitness
specialist in the Lewis Fitness
Program, will serve as liaison with the
Lewis group and OA.
The first meeting of the Lewis OA
chapter will include a discussion of
what a compulsive overeater is and an
overview of the OA program.
”
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... New Era in Air Transport
(Continued From Page 1)

the 21st Century lighter and
tougher. Thin filaments of
graphite and epoxy could be
wound in a continuous strand to
form an airplane fuselage, much
like rocket cases are manufac
tured. The layers could be part of
a structural "sandwich" that
would weigh 25 percent less than
an aluminum-skinned and rein
forced counterpart. Wing weight
could be reduced even more
through a combination of parallel
advances.
The net payoff would be
significant. A further contribution
to fuel efficiency would be made,
of course, and manufacturing
costs would be reduced-parts
count in an aircraft fuselage could
be cut in half.
Aerodynamic discoveries also
may be accelerated when a
powerful, new supercomputer
and simulation complex is fully
operational at Ames. Soon to be
the most advanced computational
system in the world for aero
nautical research and develop
ment, the Numerical Aero
dynamic Simulation (NAS) Pro
gram will perform one billion
computations per second by late
1987-more than three times
faster than the previous genera
tion of supercomputers. The com
putational fluid dynamics work
possible with NAS will help
researchers simulate conditions
and flows of air through the
internal passage of turbine
engines.
Some of the other subsonic
technology improvements will
include:
■ State-of-the-art "desk top"
cockpit computer designs using
the latest improvements in elec
tronics to help the pilot and first
officer become effective
managers of increasingly com
plex aircraft flight systems;
■ Designing a 200-passenger,
525 mph (Mach O.28) airplane
that would have a 30 percent
weight reduction and fuel effi
ciency that would be more than
doubled-making the airplane
more efficient than trains and
buses in fuel consumption;
■ Designing a twin-fuselage
airliner in which each of its two
aircraft bodies (separated by a
central wing section) could be the
same size and construction as
single-body transports made by
the same company, allowing
significant savings through a
"family concept" of aircraft.

The Supersonic
Revolution

The revolution in technology
improvements for subsonic air
transports is well underway and
will make the air transport of the
21st Century dramatically more
economical.
"Advanced technology, coupl
ed with better understanding of
the environmental issues and the
changes which have occurred in
the world travel market, has
radically changed the prospects
for an advanced supersonic
transport," reports Richard H.
Petersen, Langley Director.
And according to the Kayten
Driver-Maglieri report, such a
transport will eventually

materialize as a result of the in
fluence of the same technologies
emerging for subsonic airplanes,
the great strides made in military
programs, and the quarter cen
tury of focused effort in super
sonic cruise research that began
with basic studies in the l 950s.
The new-generation supersonic
transport can be economically
attractive when compared with
new-generation
subsonic
transports and with old generation
supersonic transports, the report
points out.
Recent significant techno
logical progress, which includes
research and development work
conducted here at Lewis in such
facilities as the supersonic lxl
testing tunnel, also has set the
stage for the development of a
flight vehicle with four times the
fuel efficiency of the British
French Concorde.
A U.S. supersonic transport
could be designed in the early
1990s with the range to fly direct
ly across the Pacific Ocean at
nearly three times the speed of
sound, if the critical technologies
are worked hard in the next few
years. Trans-Atlantic flights
could originate directly from the
U.S. interior, initially flying
subsonically.
At about 1800 mph, a flight
from Los Angeles to Toyko
would take just over three hours
in an advanced supersonic
transport-compared with 10
hours subsonically. The ticket
would cost the same or slightly
more than for the equivalent
subsonic flight, according to
estimates by Kayten, Driver and
Maglieri.
Although higher costs and fuel
consumption can be expected
with supersonic transports, com
pared to an equivalent subsonic
transport, these penalties can be
offset by tremendous produc
tivity. For example, because of its
speed, a supersonic transport can
generate many more passenger
miles over its lifetime than a
comparable-size subsonic trans
port.
Environmental concerns also
are addressed. Technological ad
vancements have done much to
minimize jet noise, and the effect
on upper atmospheric ozone was
found to be insignificant. Sonic
boom, however, continues to be
a problem. Researchers now are
discovering how to reduce the in
tensity of sonic booms.
"What can we now achieve
with the technologies that we
have developed in the last 20
years?" asked Petersen. "Recent
preliminary design studies sug
gest an exciting two-engine,
250-passenger, advanced super
sonic transport. It is an arrow
(highly swept) wing configuration
designed to cruise at Mach 2.7.
It uses a superplastically formed
and diffusion-bonded titanium
metal matrix structure and incor
porates an advanced two-person
cockpit, a sophisticated flight
management system and fly-by
wire electronic control system.
"Clearly, there is no com
parison between the potential per
formance of an advanced super
sonic transport and the first

A second generation SST, depicted in this artist's rendering (top), could carry 250
passengers across the Pacific Ocean In little more than three hours. Studies suggest that
larger vehicles, like the dual-fuselage version (bottom), are also feasible. Shortened trip
times would greatly increase aircraft productivity and promise fares competitive with much
slower, subsonic transports.
generation SST's designed in the
1960s. We have roughly doubl
ed both the payload and the
range."
Beyond the year 2000, pro
jected increases in population,
commerce and tourism are ex
pected to result in major increases

in long-distance travel, particu ment must be convinced to start
larly for Pacific crossings. A investing in the plane's develop
demand for 500 or more advanc ment, estimated to cost between
ed SST's is conceivable, states three to five billion dollars. And,
the Keyton-Driver-Maglieri according to Petersen, an inten
sive, five-year, $500-million
report.
But before all this happens, preliminary research program is
D
they say, industry and govern- what is needed now.

Dual Career Ladder Staffers
In last month's issue of the Lewis News (March 21, pages 1 and 2)
16 Center staffers who received promotions recently under the ongoing
Dual Career Ladder System were featured (as will others be in
upcoming issues). The Center system allows scientists and engineers
to be promoted to grade levels commensurate with supervisory grades
without the requirement that they become supervisors. Below is a list
of all the other Dual Career GS-14 and GS-15 staffers:

DUAL LADDER GS-14s
Abdalla, Kaleel L.
Anderson, David N.
Aukerman, Carl A.
Bankaitis, Henrikas V.
Barranger,John P.
B;:1.ud, Kenneth W.
Baumeister, Kenneth J.
Behrendt, Donald R.
Birchenough, Arthur G.
Boldman, Donald R,
Borsody,Janos
Boyer, Earle O.
Braithwaite, Willis M.
Braun, Martin,J.
Burkhart, Jam.es A.
Cahill, Thomas P.
Calogeras, James E.
Clark,John S.
Cooper, Larry P.
Cunningham, Robert E.
Curtis, Henry B.
Decker, Arthur J.
Dewitt, Richard L.
Dickman,John E,
Dittmar,James H.
Dreshfield, Robert L.
Dudenhoefer, James E.
Dunning,John W.
Dustin, Miles 0.
Faddoul, James R.

Flage, Richard A.
Fleming, David P.
Franciscus, Leo C.
Friedman, Robert
Gelder, Thomas F.
Glasgow,John C.
Gordan, Andrew L.
Gordon, Larry H.
Gourash, Francis
Graber, Edwin J.
Gross, Bernard
Hady, William F.
Hagedorn, Norman H.
Heath, Richard W.
Heller,Jack A.
Hendricks, Robert C.
Hoffman, Anthony C.
Holdeman,James D.
Howes, Walton L.
Brach, Frank.J.
Hurrell, Herbert G.
Hyland, Robert E.
Ingebo, Robert D.
Jabo, Robert M.
Johnson,James R.
Jones, William R.
Joyce Joseph P.
Kao, Hsiao C.
Kerwin, Paul T.
King, Robert B.
Krawczonek, Eugene M.
Kurkov, Anatole, P.
Lalli, Vincent R.
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Lauver, Richard W.
Loeffler, Irvin J.
Maloy,Joseph E.
Manning, Frank L.
Marek, Cecil J.
Mcardle,Jack G.
Meleason, Edward T.
Merrill, Walter C.
Miller, Robert A.
Miner, Robert V.
Mirtich, Michael J.
Miyoshi, Kazuhisa
Newmann, Harvey E.
Neustadter, Harold E.
Nice, Arno W.
Norgren, Carl T.
Norris,James W,
Orzechowski, Richard E.
Parker, Richard J.
Pater, Ruth H.
Pepper, Stephen V.
Philipp, Warren H.
Pickrell, Roy L.
Porada, Theodore W.
Powell,J. Anthony
Procasky, Edwin R.
Prokopius, Paul R.
Ramins, Peter
Ratajczak, Anthony F.
Reader, Karl F.
Reemsnyder, Dean C.
Reid, Margaret A.
(Continued On Page 3)
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Special Achievement Awards
Received By 489 Lewis Employees
Lewis employees earned a total of $166,610 through awards granted
in the second half of 1987. Superior job performance, a special act
or service, or group achievements earned employees the lump-sum
cash awards. The following individuals earned Sustained Superior Performame Awards, Group Achievement Awards, or Special Act or 5440 Jerry Winter
5460 Lanny Thieme
Service Awards.
5460 William Tomazic
Sustained Superior Performance Awards
5480 Sharon Rutledge
5620 Raymond Palmer
Administration and Com- Space Flight Systems
Space Flight Systems
puter Services Directorate Directorate
Directorate
1360 Joseph Bender
6130 Michael Jarrell
6140
Erwin Edelman
6130 Richard Krawczyk
6200
Robert
Dezelick
Instrumentation and Con- 6150 Pete Vrotsos
6200
Joseph
Gaby,
Jr.
trol Technology Office
Technical
Services
6200
Richard
Knoll
2500 Barbara Mader
Directorate
6200 Guy hbble, Jr.
2510 Herbert Will
7202 Alan Wolfe
6520 Kenneth Baud
7220 Michael Kaltenstein
6700 Joanne Flowers
Resources Analysis and
7230
David
Davis
6710 Paul Greenberg
Management Office
7230
Thomas
Lapka
6720
Gerald Kraft
3 140 Jack Herman
7250 Gerald Schneider
6730 William Foster I1
7250 Barry Stephenson
6740 Lily Facca
Aerospace Technology
7260
Gerhardt
Fiedler
6800 Patricia Lewis
Directorate
7260
William
Parkinson
6800
Marisa Pischel
5000 Mary Anne Mulroy
7260
Kenneth
Weiland
68
10
Stephanie Black
5100 Hubert Probst
7280
Gary
Wolf
6810
Robert
Cataldo
5 120 Gordon Watson
7301
Ernest
Flower
6810
William
Poley
5150 Kenneth Bowles
7330
Donald
Kwiatkowski
6820
Leslie
Balkanyi
5640 Robert Acosta
7340 Raymond Stemitz
6820 Michael Benik
5650 Ihor Kramarchuk
7350 Andrew Aron
6820 John Hickman
7440 Carl Blaser
6820 Sandra Hippensteele
7440 Jerome Priebe
6820 Lee Mason
7460 Leonard Cramer
6820 Mark Mulac
7460 Robert Hauer
Technical Services
7610 Daryl Edwards
Directorate
Special Act or Service Awards
7010 Edward Stevenson
7220
William Darby
Office of the Director
Office of the Comptroller
7220
Christopher Teodecki
0 100 Deborah Scoarste
3120 Isadore Sonkin
7280
Raymond
Gierowski
Office of External Affairs 3260 Michelle Britvec
7280
James
Knight
3300 Linda Trimmer
01 10 Nancy Horansky
7280 Robert Lavelle
3320 Kenneth DeLaat
01 12 Patricia Yacobucci
7300 Phillip Kall
3340 Florence Carson
01 13 Linda Ellis
7410
Lyle Hoffman
3360 Ronald Alexander
7430
Floyd
Smith
Office of University
3380 Rita Turske
7450
Robert
Reminder I1
Programs
Engineering
Directorate
7460
Charles
Klein
0131 Lennart Hultgren
4010 Denise Farrell
7460 Joseph Ochmanski
Office of Mission Safety
4010 Klaus Gumto
7602 Leslie Main
and Assurance
4010 Pamela Mellor
7620 Laszlo f i l a
0 151 Robert Draper
4010 Daniel Vrnak
7650 James Gaffney
0152 Wilhelm Benz
4020 Georgette Miller
Space Station Systems
4130 Charles Moon
Office of Interagency
Directorate
4310 Frank Shaker
and Industry Programs
8520 Michael Skorobatckyi
0 171 Anthony Ratajczak
Aerospace Technology
Group Achievement
Directorate
Administration and ComAwards
puter Services Directorate 5 120 Frank Ritzert
5120 J. Daniel Whittenberger
PV NiH2 Cell Life Testing
1120 William MacDonald
5
160
James
Smialek
Facility
1 130 Anita Arnold
5180
Robert
Hoover
1330 Ronald Abel
1 130 Linda Penczak
5200
Cynthia
Szanca
1370
Gayle Roth
1140 Connie Edgar
5210
Paul
Bartolotta
7250
Robert Buttler
1140 Merry Sherrod
5210
Joseph
Grady
7250
Russell
Capelety
1330 Vincent Scullin
10
Janette
Kline
52
7250
Russel
Gemeiner
1330 Carol Sotos
5220 Judy Krugman
7250 Robert Gott
1360 James Emerich
5220
Ignacy
Telesman
7250 Eli Green
1’380 Minna Chao
5230
Charles
Lawrence
8630
Tom Miller
1710 Margaret Heintz
5230
Bruce
Steinetz
8630
Terry Romanofski
1710 Steve Lukac
5230
Marjorie
Trujillo
8630
Steve
Simons
1710 Karen Sherman
5250
Shari
Meyer
8910
Kenneth
Mellott
1730 Patricia Dimaline
5250
Don
Roth
8910
Gary
Pease
1930 Arthur Laufman
5250 Alex Vary
8910 Henry Speier
1930 Ernie Walker
5250
Nancy
Wolf
1940 Carol Ferch
ERBNET Local-Area Net5320 Richard DeWitt
work
Development Team
Aeronautics Directorate
5320 Terry Hardy
1370
Sasi
Pillay
2520 Nancy Piltch
5320 Grace Jennings
1370
Joe
Rossoll
2540 Grigory Adamovsky
5320 John Kazaroff
1380 Dave Remaklus
2540 Lawrence Matus
5320 G . Paul Richter
1390 Dan Cica
2540 J. Anthony Powell
5320 Margaret Whalen
2620
AI Bishop
2550 Kevin Melcher
5340 Kevin Breisacher
2620
Dan Whipple
2700 Mary Tharp
5340 Diane Galecki
SVER
George Mayhew
2702 Roy Hager
5340 Robert Zurawski
2702 John Whitlow, Jr.
5350 C. Joe Morgan
Mach 5 Inlet Team
2720 William Olsen, Jr.
5400 Carolyn Clapper
2620 Bernhard Anderson
2750 Kaleel Abdalla
5410 Avis Bradfield
2620 Thomas Benson
2760 Daniel Buffum
5420 Alice Kelley
2780 Robert Coltrin
2770 Beth Cooper
5420 Michelle Manzo
2780 Bobby Sanders
2770 Eugene Krejsa
5420 Margaret Reid
2780 Lois Weir
2850 Ronald Blaha
5430 Gale Sundberg
2830 Kenneth Baskin

Obligation Fund Control
32
10 Joseph
Kan Celebrezze
3210
Mary Beth
32 10 Rosemary Kreidler
3210 Agnes Quint
GOES SEB Group Award
0100 Linda Graham
0100 Elaine Pappas
0120 Edward Zak
0151 Henrikas Bankaitis
3320 Robert Lisy
3330 Thomas Tokmenko
4210 Richard Dillon
4310 James McAleese
5410 David Brinker
6510 Edwin Muckley
6510 Gary Sagerman
6520 Edwin Procasky

Design of Research
Analysis Center,
Bldg. 142 Addition
1301 Arthur Brenza
1301 William Crell, Jr.
3370 Juanita Williams
7610 Gene Pinali
7610 Mark Woodling
7620 Matthew Brejer
7630 Annette Bhatia
7630 Dallas Lauderdale, Jr .
7630 Ovat Senivong
7630 Ronald Zurawski
7650 Donald Cooksey
Robin Nemeth
Robin Prestien
CE-18 Garrett 8.1
Centrifugal Compressor
Building & Testing Team
7230 James Densham
7230 Rhonda Holstein
7230 Charles Martin
7230 Robert Sorg
7230 Alan Studnicka
H i s s Tanker Test
Program Crew
7205 William Bohrer
7205 Regina Kelly
7205 Eiter Reyes

10 by 1 0 Supersonic
Wind Tunnel Team
7240 Leonard Bellisario
7240 Mark Bodziony
7240 George Brutcher
7240 Richard Fry, Sr.
7240 Robert Gray, I1
7240 Richard Herrlich
7240 Halbert Hoyett
7240 George Jacynycz
7240 Gregory Kelbach, Jr.
7240 William Korhely
7240 Daniel Kovach, Jr.
1240 Michael Lee
7240 Willie Minor
7240 Andrew Ostromek, Jr.
7240 Charles Pennington
7240 James Quinones
7240 Charles Richter
7240 Dennis Veverka
7240 Frank Zelko
7300 William Stokes, Jr.

9 by 1 5 Low Speed
Wind Tunnel Team
7240 John Bonham
7240 Donald Costello
7240 James Coy
7240 Dennis Fischbach
7240 Dale Houghtlen
7240 Michael Robertson
7240 Richard Spangle
7240 John Urban, Jr.
7240 Dale Wolfe
7240 Kenneth Zaremba
7260 Curtis Carl
Flight Test Team for
Convective Heat Transfer
Experiment
7205 Dale Garrett
7205 Mary Ann Lupica
7205 Preston Stamper
7205 Richard Tabar

8 by 6 Supersonic Wind
Tunnel Team
7240 James Braatz
7240 Robert Bickford
7240 Edward- Gordon
7240 James Jackson
7240 Richard Speer
7240 Donald Szalkowski
7240 Christian Wisbar
7240 Wendell White
7260 Thomas Marino, Jr.
7260 William Ratvasky

Icing Research Tunnel
Support Team
7210 Lawrence Csanyi
7210 Jack Cuthrell
7210 David Justavick, Jr.
7210 Michael Lupton
7210 David Masters
7210 Jerals Pamer
72 10 William Parker, Jr.
7210 William Sexton, Jr.
7210 Ronald Smith
Microelectronics
Laboratory Team
7260 Donna Bohman
7260 Charles Hulbert, Jr.
7260 Nicholas Varaljay

J-852DCD Nozzle
Support Team
7210 Eric Miller
72 10 James Nicholas
72 10 Dominic Ruccella
72 10 Jack Schuerger
72 10 Timothy Shaltens
72 10 Kent Smith
72 10 William Spilker
7430 William Furst
Dynamatron Accelerator
Transference Team
7280 Damaso Aponte, Jr.
7280 Charles Boros
7280 Gregory Buchar
7280 Heriberto Medina
7280 George Pindroh
Augmentor Test Rig
Buildup & Testing Team
7220 %chard Dudash
7220 Richard Hudnell
7220 Kevin Fischer
7220 Charles Stauffer
7220 Stephen Grozner
7220 Gregory Hill
7220 Jeffrey Paulin
7430 John Brodkowski
Enroute Noise
Experiment-LearIPTA
Aircraft Team
7205 John Johnson
7205 Donald Rhodes
7460 Michael Lelak, Jr.
7460 William Prochazka
Large Low Speed
Centrifugal Compressor
Facility Buildup Team
7220 Jack Chargo
7220 Vincent Conrad
7220 Robert Lee Davis
7220 Michael Goin
7220 Albert Sbeghan
7220 Bruce Wright
MMSL Safety Team
51 10 Henry deGroh
7280 Wayne Gardner
7280 Louis Sater

Control Sensor Failure
Accomodation
Validation Team
0140 Steven Kroszkewicz
2550 John DeLaat
2550 Walter Merrill
2820 Mahmood Abdelwahab
2820 Thomas Kirchgessner
2820 Robert Solomon
2850 John Moss, Jr.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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J.R. Thompson Addresses Lewis' Prestigious Awards Ceremony
T here are many awards given
at Lewis Research Center, but
few can compare to the Honor
Awards-the Agency's highest
medals for excellence in sci
ence, engineering, service, and
leadership.
Here at Lewis, during a spe
cial ceremony on June 14,
NASA awarded and thanked
153 Lewis employees, who,
through dedication and re
search, have helped make
NASA an organization of ex
cellence.
"It is a great pleasure for me
to be part of this celebration,
which calls to public attention
performance that has been rec
ognized as outstanding not
only at the Center level, but at
the highest levels of the
Agency,' said Center Director
John M. Klineberg.
NASA Deputy Administra
tor James R. T hompson, Jr.

was the keynote speaker of this
important event.
"Across NASA today, our
science program is stronger
than I believe in any time in
NASA's history;' said J.R.
Thompson, Jr., during the cer
emony. He cited the space
shuttle, Space Station Free
dom, and Mission to Planet
Earth as space technologies
that will pave the way back to
the lunar surface and then on
to Mars.
"However:' said Thompson,
"these are just programs at
NASA. It's the people who
make things happen. It is you
folks here today that are the
kind of people that make
NASA tick:'
A complete listing of the
medal, group achievement,
distinquished publication, and
service emblems can be found
below.

NASA Deptuty Administrator J.R. Thompson addressed the ceremony in which 153 awards were given,
including Center Director John Klineberg (seated) who received the Distinquished Service Award.

1990 Honor Awards Recipients
DISTINGUISHED SERV
ICE MEDAL: John M.
Klineberg, director of LeRC,
for technical direction and
leadership of research and
technology programs.
EXCEPTIONAL SERV
ICE MEDAL: Kenny E.
Aguilar, deputy chief of Hu
man Resources Management
Division; Armen S. Asadour
ian, deputy chief of the In
strumentation and Data Sys
tems Branch; Gerald J.

ogy Branch; Carl E. Loweli,
deputy chief of the Materials
Division; William J. Midden
dorf, chief of the Electronic
and Control Systems Division;
Harold E. Neustadter, chief of
the Information Systems Serv
ice Branch in the Operations
Division; George A. Pinkas,
chief of the Structural Systems
Branch; James R. Ramler,
chief of the Space Electronics
Division; Joseph A. Saggio,
Comptroller of Lewis Research
Center; Jack A. Salzmann,
chief of the Microgravity Sci
ence and Technology Branch of
the Space Experiments Divi
sion; Francis J. Shaker, deputy
chief of the Structural Systems
Dynamics Branch; Robert J.

Shaw, deputy chief for Applied

EXCEP110NAL SERVICE
MEDAL

Barna, deputy of Integration

of the Center's Space Station
Freedom Directorate and
chief of the Systems Engi
neering and Integration Divi
sions; Peter G. Batterton,
chief of the Supersonics and
Powered Lift Branch; Ken
neth W. Baud, aerospace
engineer serving as a techni
cal advisor to the chief of the
Launch Vehicle Project Of
fice; Thomas H. Cochran,
deputy director of the Space
Station Freedom Directorate;
James H. Diedrich, chief of
Aerodynamics, Icing, and
Flight Branch; Richard T.
Gedney, manager of the Ad
vanced Communications
Technology Satellite (ACTS)
Project Office; Howard D.
Jackson, heading Advanced
Communications Technology
Satellite (ACTeS); Richard B.
Lancashire, Mission Assess
ment and Applications
Branch; Carl F. Lorenzo,
Advanced Control Technol-

Aerodynamics, Propulsion
Systems Division.
EXCEPTIONAL ENGI
NEERI:'l'G ACHIEVEMENT
MEDAL: Thomas J. Benson,
deputy chief of the Computa
tional Methods Branch; Law
rence 1 Bober, deputy chief of
the Propeller and Acoustics
Technology Branch; Rodrick V.
Chima, acting head of the
Turbomachinery Technology
Branch; Irving G. Hansen,
Power Technology Division,

EXCEPTIONAL
SCIENTIFIC MEDAL

Aerospace Technology Direc
torate; Omer F. Spurlock, Ad
vanced Space Analysis Office,
Systems Analysis Branch chief,
for identifying, recruiting, and
developing high-caliber, profes
sional engineers; Steven V.
Szabo, Jr., director of the En
gineering Directorate, for orga
nizing and managing the Engi
neering Directorate.
GROUP ACHIEVEMENT
AWARD: Presented in recogni
tion of outstanding manage
ment, superior technical exper
tise, and exemplary NASA
teamwork in the design, devel
opment, and operation of the
Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle
and the recent successful
launch of the Navy
FLTSATCOl\1-8 communica
tions satellite on the last NASA
managed Atlas/Centaur vehi
cle AC-68.
John Gibb, Atlas/Centaur
project manager, led the team
which included: Kenneth Ad

ams, John Andrasik, Everett
Armentrout, Bradley Bake,;
Thomas Banus, Kathleen
Batke, Kenneth Baud, Duane
Beach, Wilhelm Benz, Timothy
Best, Earl Bloam, Gary Bol!en
bacher, Donald Brasted Jr.,
John Brett, Thomas Burke,
Mario Castro-Cedeno, William
Cobo, Russel Corso, James
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Smith Jr., Gerald Snyder,
Isadore Sonkin, Earl Sprague,
Cynthia Stepka, Margie Stud
ley, Steven Szabo Jr., Andrew
Szaniszlo, Thomas
Tokmenko, Dennis Vanco,
Mary Kay Varholick, Vernon
J-Wver.s-, Ulrich Wiedenman
natt, Lynne Wiersma,
Stephen Wiersma, Joseph
Wikete.

Electrical Components and
Systems Branch; Theodore W.
Porada, Electronic and Control
Systems; Erwin V. Zaretsky,
Structures Division.
EXCEPTIONAL SCIEN
TIFIC ACHIEVEMENT
MEDAL: J. Anthony Poweil,
Engine Sensor Technology
Branch, for pioneering re
search and innovation in the
development of silicon carbide.
OUTSTANDING LEAD
ERSHIP MEDAL: David C.
Byers, Space Propulsion Tech
nology Division, Low T hrust
Propulsion Branch, for leader
ship in low-thrust propulsion
technology; J. Stuart Fordyce,
director of Aerospace Technol
ogy, for management in the

"It's the people who make things
happen. It is you folks here today that
are the kind of people that make NASA
tck,"-NASA Deputy Administrator J. R.
Thompson.

LEWIS NEWS

DISTINGUISHED
PUBLICATION AWARD:
Khairul Zaman, Daniel J.

McKinzie, Chiristapher L.
Rumsey, in recognition of

EXCEPTIONAL
ENGINEERING MEDAL

Couch, Kenneth DeLaat,
Augustine Delaney, Annie Eas
ley, Robert Edwards, David
Evans, Ronald Everett, Walter
Fenning, Richard Flage, Wilson
Ford, Randall Furnas, Law
rence Gentile, Gary Golinski,
Theresa Goodwin, Scott Gra
ham, Vincent Grebe, Frank
Greco, William Groesbeck,
Klaus Gumto, Nancy Horton,
Rudolph Tnglesias, Rill Ingle,
Robert Jabo, Thomas Jentner,
Richard Kato, Harold Kasper,
Michael Kinkelaar, Martin Kise!
Jr., William Klein, John Kline
berg, Paul K uebeler, Ralph
Kuivinen, Raymond Lacovic,
Vincent Lalli, Raymond La
coi·ic, Vincent Lalli, Raymond
Lark, Kuan Lee, Michael Ma
kinen, William Mason, James
McAleese, Robert Metroka,
William Middendorj; Robert
Miller, Theodore Mockler, Cari
Monnin, Edwin Muckley,
Thomas Niezgoda, Donald
Noga, Cecil O'Dear, Richard
Oeftering, Richard Orze
chowski, Donald Perdue, Clar
ence Pierce, David Plachta,
Edwin Procasky, Debra Rak,
John Reagan, David Repas,
William Rice, Jean Rogers,
Robet Rabal, Dennis Rohn,
Francis Rooker, Lawrence Ross,
Harold Sample, Rafael Sana
bria, Noel Sargent, Lois Scag
lione, George Schaefer, Eugene
Schiopota, William Schoren,
Margaret Schuler, Thomas
Seeholzer, Karen Sherman, Jack
Shinn, Michael Skar, Robert

their publication ''A Natural
Low-Frequency Oscillation of
the Flow Over an Airfoil
Near Stalling Conditions!'
FIFTY-YEAR SERVICE
EMBLEM; C. Robert Morse,
Operations Engineer, Aero
propulsion Facilities and
Experiments Division.
f'ORTY-FIVE-YEAR
SERVICE EMBLEM: Ri
chard H. Cavicchi, aerospace
engineer, Internal Fluid Me
chanics Division; Roger W

EXCEPTIONAL
LEADERSHIP MEDAL

Luidens, aerospace engineer,

Aeroprpulsion Analysis Of
fice.
l<'ORTY-YEAR SERVICE
EMBLEM: Robert W Gra
ham, chief of Technology
Assessment Office, Office of
I nteragency and Industry
Programs; Arthur E.
Sprungle, mechanical engi
neering Technician, Propul
sion and Fluid Systems Divi
sion.
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Special Achievement Awards
Special Achievement Awards are lump-sum cash awards given for Sustained Superior Performance,
Special Act, or Group Achievement. The following people are recognized for their contributions
during the second half of 7990.
SUSTAINED SUPERIOR
PERFORMANCE AWARDS
01 10 Nancy A. Horansky
0131 Reda R. Mankbadi
0151 Frank J. Barina
0151 Karl F. Reader
1013 Mary C. Kovach
1130 Linda R. Penczak
1140 Patricia A. Zamaria
1900 Nancy M. Wolf
2650 James D. Holdeman
5100 Sandra K. Giorgio
5230 Marjorie M. TrujilIo
5310 Diane M. Billik
5420 Paul R. Prokopius
5490 Thaddeus S. Mroz
7010 Lauren M. Yost
7202 Robert 0. Brown
7202 Howard F. Kilpatrick, Jr.
7230 Thomas P. Dorony
7240 John R. Rhyner
7240 Frank A. Zelko
7260 Gordon H . Driver
731 1 Gregory W. Schade
73 1 1 Erich Gottl
7331 Norman A. Arnold
7331 Albert B. Matthews, Jr.
7440 Eric W. Faykus
81 10 Janice K. Gassaway
81 10 Debra J. DeAngelo
8510 David J. Hoffman
8520 Dorelia Y. Sharp
8530 Gary Kelm
8540 Linda J. Bartos
8600 Anne M. Teubl
8810 Richard A. Edkin
8830 Jack C. Kovacs
8910 Thomas E. Vasek
SPECIAL ACT OR
SERVICE AWARD
01 12 Patricia J. Yacobucci
01 12 Phillip L. Stone
0120 Kent N. Stone
0120 Clyde E. Bailey
0120 James A. Mackin
01 50 Linda M. McAllister
0151 Richard W. Heath, Jr.
0151 Kimlan T. Pham
0151 Henrikas V. Bankaitis
0152 Margaret M. Schuler
0152 Vincent R. Lalli
0153 Daniel P. Morilak
0170 Barbara A. Perkowski
0170 David D. Renz
0180 Judy Montfort
0190 Georgia M. Reynolds
1012 Richard L. Reames
1100 Carmela Bogdan
1310 Linda S. Little
1330 Elizabeth S. Oravec
1350 Darryl J. Klag
1360 Jerome E. Rodak
1390 Grissellle LaFontaine
1390 Fredric Goldberg
2630 Louis M. Russell
2670 Thomas J. Benson
2670 Diane B. Kovach
2700 Mary Y. Tharp
2700 Gloria J. Richards
270 1
David A. Sagerser
2720 Mary L. Dietz
2740 Darcie M. Hammer
2740 Mary J o Long
2750 Kaleel L. Abdalla
2750 Barbara S. Esker
2780 James T. Walton
2840 James T. Bowser
2850 Mark R. Woike
2870 Robert Ziemke
3230 Duane E. Schaft
3320 Mary J. Bailey
3330 Debra A. Rak
4120 Richard C. Oeftering
4130 Carl J. Wenzler
41 10 David W. Liebal
41 10 Jeffrey C. Brown
41 10 William K. Coho
41 10 William D. Espinosa
41 10 Lois J. Scaglione
4120 Michael J. Lewis
4210 Gerald A. Carek

4220
4220
4230
4230
4230
4310
43 10
4320
4320
4330
4410
4430
5100
5170
5170
5200
5210
5220
5230
5230
5230
5250
5300
5320
5320
5330
5400
5420
5460
5620
6130

6200
6220
6730
6770
6800
6800
6810
6810
6810
6810
6820
7010
7210
7230
7230
7230
7230
7230
7240

7250
7250
7250
7280
7400
7410
7430
7430
7450
7450
8530
8610
8630
8630
8820
8830

Robert J. Buehrle
Alvin C. Hahn
Patrick W. Dunn
Raymond E Lacovic
Derrick J. Cheston
Khan S. Lee
Robert P. Miller
Michael A. Ernst
Vithal Dalsania
Richard T. Barrett
Paul A. Harlamert
Arthur E. Sprungle
Hubert B. Probst
David R. Hull
Frances A. Archer
Cynthia S. Szanca
Dale A. Hopkins
Frederic A. Holland, Jr.
Anatole P. Kurkov
Oral Mehmed
Gerald V. Brown
Edward R. Generazio
Sandra B. Foust
John M. Kazaroff
William K. Tabata
Michael J. Patterson
Elaine R. Quayle
Randy Gahn
Richard K. Shaltens
Edwin G. Wintucky
Don R. Hilderman
David M. DeFelice
Edward H. Kramer
William M. Foster I1
Nancy J. Shaw
Patricia A. Lewis
Marisa Pischel
John S. Clark
Stephanie J. Black
Steven M. Stevenson
William A. Poley
Sandra Hippensteele
James Afarin
Michael W. Lupton
Thomas J. Toddy
William G. Darby
John J. Ropchock
Robert C. Olsey
Robert L. Davis
Richard M. Herrlich
Peter E Klein
Gerald M. Hill
Charles J. Gestrich
Robert W. Coughlin
Dennis G. Raible
John P. Pokatello
Perry A. Cardwell, Jr.
John Koch, Jr.
Daniel V. Gura
Michael C. Thompson
Timothy E. Tyburski
Kenneth A. Burke
Thomas B. Miller
David T. Frate
Adolph C. Spagnuolo
Karen M. Meinert

GROUP ACHIEVEMENT
AWARDS
STUDIO REHAB TEAM
1930 Laura M. Bagnell
1930 Howard A. Slater
7010 James Afarin
7360 Migual Rivera, Jr.
CRTZ Angela M. Coyne
CRTZ Quentin L. Schwinn
CRTZ Marvin Smith
CRTZ Jay C. Owens
C OF F ADVOCACY GROUP
5 100 Carl E. Lowell
5 120 John Gayda
5150 Gary D. Roberts
5170 Robert L. Davies
5 170 Serene C. Farmer
5170 Dereck E Johnson
5200 Peter T. Bizon
5250 Edward R. Generazio
CRTZ Linda Oliver
SVER Jeff Eldridge

CHEMICAL SAMPLING &
ANALYSIS OFFICE TEAM
7025 Priscilla A. Mobley
7025 Renee J. Batts
7025 Joseph A. Mills
7025 Reginald H. Duncan
PHASE I1 HOT GAS
INGESTION TEAM
7240 James H. Jackson
R L l l RAYLEIGH
SCATTERING EXPERIMENT
FOR H202 ROCKET PLUME
DIAGNOSTICS
2520 Richard G. Seasholtz
5330 Brian D. Reed
5330 Frank J. Zupanc
5330 Steven J. Schneider
SVER Andrew P. Kremer
SVER Lynn A. Arrington
8 X 6/9 X 15 FLOW QUALITY

STUDY TIME
0300 Lawrence F. Schumann
2000 Jeffrey M. Donbar
2640 Eric R. McFarland
2770 Laurence J. Heidelberg
2780 Richard R. Burley
2780 Donald R. Boldman
2830 Mark T. Pickett
2850 Timothy J. Bencic
2640 Jerry R. Wood
2660 Khairul Zaman
2660 Edward J. Rice
2760 Frederick A. Newman
2780 Danny P. Hwang
2810 Osvaldo Rivera
2830 Kirk D. Seablom
SVER James Schmidt
SVER Kurt H. Loos
SVER E. Allen Arrington
HIGH TEMPERATURE 6H
SILICON CARBIDE
MOSFET GROUP
2540 Lawrence G. Matus
2540 J. Anthony Powell
CALS Carl. S. Salupo
SVER Jeremy B. Petit
AIR FORCE/NASA LOW
POWER ICE PROTECTION
TEAM
1930 Howard Slater
2720 Jaiwon Shin
2720 Thomas H. Bond
2810 David W. Vincent
2830 David W. Sheldon
2850 Charles R. Andracchio
2850 Robert J. Freedman
A.F.
Clifford M. Gyves
CRTZ Jay C. Owens
COUNSEL OFFICE
INTEGRATION TEAM
0120 Mildred C. Hutchison
0120 Janis B. Cimber
0120 Bernatte M. Baldwin
LEWIS LITIGATION TEAM
0120 Robert E. Freed
0120 Jerald J. Kennemuth
LERC SECRETARIAL
GUIDE TEAM
0100 Monica M. Palivoda
2700 Janet M. Cox
2770 Marcia Y. Bellamy
3310 Sonia M. Schriver
5000 Mary Anne Mulroy
5300 Jody C. Getz
5320 Grace E. Jennings
6100 Deborah A. Cotleur
6200 Kimberly A. Dalgleish
6500 Lynne M. Wiersma
6700 Sandra B. Duhr
6770 Michelle L. S. Oriold
T-34 EDUCATIONAL PROJECIT
1021 Marc Horn
1930 Howard Slater

2860
5490
7205
7460
CRTZ
MSI
MSI
MSI

MSI
MSI

William Rieke
Karl Baker
Donald G. Rhodes
William Prochazka
Jay Owens
Frederick C. Lemieux
Edward Blickenstaff
William Bohrer
Jeffrey Cook
Carl McLucas

FTS 2000 IMPLEMENTATION
TEAM
1390 Mike Heryak
1390 Phyllis Geffert
1390 Roger Schulte
FBS
ErnieCox
FBS
Jerome Moore
FBS Bob Hayes
BOEG Joe McMillen
BOEG James Malloy
BOEG Edward Kwasny
BOEG Tim Taylor
AT&T Price Howard
SVER Bob DiTirro
8X6/9X15 FLOW QUALITY
STUDY TEAM
1330 Gerald J. Lenhart
1330 Susan L. Button
1330 Troy Hauser
1330 Violet A. Minchak
TRADAU-3 SYSTEM TEAM
1360 Richard Fulton
1360 William Loftus
1360 James Stachiw
1370 Donald Braun
1370 Les Farkas
SVER Omar Syed
SCIENTIFIC VAX CLUSTER
AUGMENTATION TEAM
1370 Robert Kannenberg
1370 Dennis Kay
1370 Steve Prahst
1370 Joseph Rossoll
SVER Greg Blumers
SVER Kathy Price
BNDX Joseph Fronek
OUTSTANDING
MAINTENANCE OF THE
LEWIS INFORMATION
NETWORK (LINK)
1390 Juan Rivera
1390 Joe Maziarz
SVER Ray Sefchik
SVER Bill Burkett
SVER John Zajacz
CE-22 FACILITY
CAPABILITY
ENHANCEMENT AND
PRODUCTIVITY
IMPROVEMENT TEAM
2820 Luis R. Beltran
2850 Benjamin J. Dastoli
2850 Richard L. Del Roso
7230 John E. Cotter
7230 Larry A. Jones
HSR LOW NOx LEAN
PREMIXED/PREVAPORIZED
(LPP) RESEARCH TEAM
0300 Waldo Acosta
1330 Ronald Abel
2710 Robert Tacina
2710 Yolanda Hicks
27 IO Lee Nguyen
2710 Chi Ming Lee
2710 KueChun
2710 Jim Rohlbuhler
2710 Paul Kang
2840 Eric Gustke
2850 John Leone
4220 Robert J. Buehrle
5 130 Dennis Fox
5160 Nate Jacobson
5160 Leslie Greenbauer-Seng
7230 Jerald Beal
7230 Wade Arida

7230 Dennis Kinzelman
SVER Dean Kocan
SVER Dave Hulligan

IRT USERS MANUAL TEAM
2830 Ronald H. Soeder
2850 Charles R. Andracchio
AFED TEAM BUILDING/
GRAPHICS GROUP
2810 James J. Lavelle
2870 Harry E. McCune
CASH IMPLEMENTATION
TEAM
1012 Carole Demongeot
1340 Melva Schwartz
1340 Thomas Finnegan
3200 Terry Whaley
3210 JoeKran
3220 Yolanda Rivera
3220 John Morley
3220 Cheri Seiler
3220 Debbie McCafferty
CRTZ Kathy Wargo
CRTZ Joan Tysiak
SVER Randy Zak
SVER Karl Bloss
SVER Wilma Graham
SVER Eric Schultz
SVER Howard Frederick
ANLX Sam Spero
PURCHASING TEAM
3380 Kiska Sifers
3380 Eileen Lavelle
3380 Konrad Mader
3380 June Szucs
3380 Florence Shiner
3380 Doreen Halstead
3380 Kathy Webb
3380 Maryann Dutkofski
3380 Dennis Pehotsky
3380 Cherie Washam
3380 Rita M. Turske
PROCUREMENT SUPPORT
TO THE PURCHASE
BRANCH & ADP &
EQUIPMENT BRANCH
3340 Mary Lou Herrmann
3370 Jean Rogers
3370 Juanita Williams
3370 Deborah Drossis
3370 Michael Kinkelaar
3370 Thomas Spicer
3370 Erick Lupson
3370 Angel Pagan
ENGINEERING
DIRECTORATE
MANAGEMENT
INFORMATION SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT TEAM
4220 Alex L. Pucci
ANLX Gayle A. Kavalec
SVER Luanna R. Katz
SVER Christine A. Baldassari
SOLID SURFACE
COMBUSTION
EXPERIMENT
6220 Daniel M. Vento
6730 Neil D. Rowe
6730 John M. Koudelka
6730 William M. Foster I1
6740 Sandra L. Olson
6740 Kurt R. Sacksteder
6750 Ralph J. Zavesky
6750 Louis R. Ignaczak
6750 Angel M. Otero
6750 Michael H. Brace
6760 Poppy Kalis
SPACE ACCELERATION
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
2870 Theodore Chase
6730 Neil D. Rowe
6730 John M. Koudelka
6730 Clifford E. Siegert
6730 Richard DeLombard
Continued on page 4

Improving the quality of health care

Telemedicine Spacebridge links U.S. and Russia
By Kristin K. Wilson

STANDING in front of the camera, a
Moscow doctor presents vital statistics of
a patient whose arm was badly lacerated
in the recent uprising in Parliament. At
various U.S. locations, American doctors.
gather around video monitors as the

camera zooms in on the patient's injury.
After a complex exchange of medical
opinions, a treatment is prescribed for the
patient and the next medical case is
introduccd.
Assisting Russian physicians in treating
victims of emergencies is just one aim of

the Telemedicine Spacebridge Demon
stration Project, "Spacebridge to Mos
cow," which provides a two-way
interactive video link between medical
specialists at participating medical
institutions in the United States and their
counterparts in the Russian Republic.
Since the project commenced 011 Sept.
10, 1(}93, Lewis has acted as a gateway
between researchers in the United States
and Russia by providing connections via
U.S. domestic satelI ites and the Soviet
WSDRN (Western Space Data Relay
Network) satellite!.
"Lewis' primary role in this project is to
maintain and operate the two earth
stations, one a domestic Ku-band earth
station and the other a Russian earth
station for use with the Russian WSDRN
satellite, that have been installed at the
Center," explained Spacebridge Project
Manager John Zuzek, Communication
Systems Branch. "We also monitor each
four-hour session, converting the
television signals so both sides can give
precise medical advice based on the high
resolution images. We also scramble the
signals for domestic distribution to the
U.S. medical centers to protect patient
privacy."
As amazing as it seems, the long-distance
second opinion is nothing new. NASA
first became involved in satellite
telemedicine programs in the 1970s
when a NASA satellite was used for
medical consultation and health care
delivery to remote sites in Alaska. In
1989, NASA initiated a Telemedicine
Spacebridge program to aid victims of the

earthquake in Armenia. "Approximately
2SO medical cases were presented
through a satellite hook-up for evaluation
by American doctors. Doctors in
Armenia and America were able to
exchange expertise in order to diagnose
some very serious or life threatening
injuries," said Zuzek.
While the telemedicine effort was
primarily developed to assist NASA and
the Russian Space Agency in developing
systems and protocols for medical care of
astronauts in space, it has demonstrated
how communications technology can
improve the quality of health care for
patients on Earth. Additionally, it will
provide opportunities for technical
refinement in telemedicine technologies.
Through 22 biweekly sessions that will
conclude in May, doctors at Moscow
Clinical Hospital and participating U.S.
clinical sites will discuss disaster
medicine, routine patient consultation,
medical evaluation, medical information
exchange, space medicine issues, and
other telemedicine applications such as
telepathology and teleradiology. The
participating U.S. university medical
centers include: the Uniformed Services
University of Health Sciences in
Bethesda, MD; the University of Texas in
Houston, TX; the LDS Hospital in Salt
Lake City, UT; and Fairfax Hospital in
Fairfax, VA. Within these sessions, two
or more sessions wifl be sponsored by
Johnson Space Center dealing with the
topics of hyperbaric medicine, space
medicine, and simulations. ♦

Six honored for Manned
Flight Awareness Program
Members of the Telemedicine Spacebridge project monitor levels at Lewis' domestic
Ku-band earth station. Pictured are: (standing L to RJ Richard Groh, Gerald Chomos,
Robert Brej, Mike Cauley, Jama Mohamed, (seated) Tom Cowell, and Tom Marino.
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Scientists discover silicon
carbide crystal growth process
LEWIS scientists announced a major
advzmccment in a rapidly emerging
semiconductor technology at the recent
International Conference on Silicon
Carbide and Related Materials in
Washington, D.C.
Dr. David J. Larkin, Instrumentation and
Control Technology Division, and his
Lewis teammates have developed a new
silicon carbide crystal growth process,
called "site competition epitaxy," which
they presented at the conference.
"This new growth process can be used to
produce superior silicon carbide semi
conductor electronic devices. Silicon
carbide electronic devices can withstand
temperatures of 1200 degrees Fahrenheit,
much higher than conventional semicon
ductors. This will enable electric systems
to replace cumbersome hydraulic and
pneumatic systems now used in jet
engines that will result in cleaner, more
fuel-efficient aircraft," Larkin said.
Silicon carbide electronics also offer

signiiicant performance gains for
spacecraft, electric vehicles, microwave
radar, cellular communications systems,
and computer memories.
High voltage diodes (diodes are funda
mental components of most circuits) have
been produced by the group using the
semiconductor technology. These diodes
successfully operated at 2000 volts, the
highest voltages ever recorded for devices
using silicon carbide.

Under the sµonsorship of NASA's Office
of Aeronautics, Lewis has been a major
participant in silicon carbide electronics
development work for the last decade.
Larkin's colleagues in this research are
Dr. Philip G. Neudeck, J. Anthony
Powell, and Dr. Lawrence G. Matus. The
group works in the High Temperature
Integrated Electronics and Sensors
program at Lewis. ♦

�Linda Ellis

Media Relations Specialist

F1vE Lewis civil servants and one on-site
support service contractor were recently
honored for their outstanding contribu
tions to the manned space program.
Chosen as Manned Flight Awareness
(MFA) honorees, the honorees met with
top management officials and astronauts,
toured special facilities at Kennedy Space
Center (KSC), attended a reception in
their honor, and viewed the launch of
Space Shuttle Discovery, STS-51.
Frank Brady, an electrical engineer in the
Electrical and Avionics Systems Branch,
Electronic and Control Systems Division;
Daniel Haas, a research laboratory
mechanic in the Communications and
Electronics Branch, Test Installations
Division; Richard Hanzel, a Cortez Ill
employee who works as a metrologist in
the Supply and Equipment Branch,
Logistics Management Division; Monica
Hoffman, an engineer in the PV Module
Integration Branch, Solar Power Module
Division; Doreen Medzi, a purchasing
agent in the Purchase Branch, Procure
ment Division; and David Petrarca, a
mechanical engineer in the Structural
Systems Branch, Structural Systems
Division, were chosen as Lewis
honorees.
The Lewis honorees took their places
respectively among honorees from all
NASA installations, including civil
service, contractor, and military person
nel. Honorees were selected for exem
plary performance in the area of shuttle/
payload programs-including increased
efficiency and performance, sustained
qua I ity performance over an extended

period of time; submittal of a major cost
savings to the shuttle program; and
suggested modifications to the shuttle/
payload that increased reliability,
efficiency, or performance.
The following is a brief description of the
honorees' accomplishments:
Brady has contributed sustained quality
performance over a five-year period to
the support of shuttle/payload programs.
He was the principal engineer respon
sible for all avionics and electrical
systems for the Surface Tension Driven
Convection Experiment (STOCE) that
successfully performed in 1992. The
systems for which he was directly
responsible were among the most difficult
to design as they were subjected to
hundreds of post-CDR design and
science requirements changes. Through
his personal effort, the STDCE Avionics
flight packages were produced, qualified
on schedule, and performed without
failure on the mission.
Haas has demonstrated creativity and
innovativeness in assembling, modifying,
and testing the Solid Surface Combustion
Experiment (SSCEJ, which has flown
successfully on five shuttle missions. In
addition, he has successfully supported
the Smoldering Combustion Experiment
(SCE), which also flew on United States
Microgravity Laboratory-1 (USML-1 ), and
was lead mechanic in initial phases of
the support and training of afl research
laboratory mechanics presently support
ing Space Acceleration Measurement
(continued on page 3)
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Twenty-two employees recognized for inventions

TwENTY-two Lewis employees and
their inventions were recognized
during Lewis' Nineteenth Annual
Inventors' Day Luncheon and
Ceremony on May 18, 1994.

Patents are a valuable component of
Lewis' inventory of intellectual
property. The documentation of
these innovations through patents are
important to the Center for a number

of reasons: patents are one of the
devices that enable us to maintain
control over the end products of our
research-ensuring our ability to
build upon our technological advances and maintain a continuing
influence on future development in
those technical fields of interest to us,
patents provide return on our investment in research-allowing us to
leverage the value of that research by
licensing it for commercial develop-

Apparatus for Intercalating Large
Quantities of Fibrous Structures by
James Gaier, Electro-Physics Branch;
Method of Reducing Drag in Aerodynamic Systems by Frank Hrach,
Systems Integration Branch; Three
Point Lead Screw Positioning Apparatus for a Cavity Tuning Plate, ADF,
Self-Deploying Photovoltaic Power
System by Anthony Colozza, Power
Systems Integration Office; Process
for the Homoepitaxial Growth of

ment, and patents, as part of our
intellectual property inventory, and
enhance the professional stature both
of the Center and of our researchers.

Single-Crystal Silicon Carbide Films
on Silicon Carbide Wafers by J.
Anthony Powell, Engine Sensor
Technology Branch; Consecutive
Plate Acoustic Suppressor Apparatus
and Methods by Joseph Doychak,
Enabling Propulsion Materials
Project Office, and Tony Parrott,
Langley Research Center; Guanidine
Based Vehicle/ Binders for Use
With Oxides, Metals and Ceramics
by Martha Jaskowiak, Ceramics
Branch; Sintering Silicon Nitride by
Narottam Bansal and Stanley Levine,
Ceramics Branch, and William
Sanders, Analex; Intercalated Hybrid
Graphite Fiber Composite by James
Gaier, Electro-Physics Branch; and
System and Method for Canceling
Expansion Waves in a Wave Rotor by
Daniel Paxson, Systems Dynamics
Branch. ♦

The patents and their inventors
recognized during the ceremony
include: Multi-Heat Addition
Turbine Engine by Leo Franciscus,
Mission Analysis Branch, and
Theodore Brabbs, Sverdrup; Spectro
scopic Wear Detector by George
Madzsar, Launch Vehicle Propulsion
Branch; Alkali Metal Carbon Dioxide
Electrochemical System for Energy
Storage and/or Conversion of Carbon
Dioxide to Oxygen by Norman
Hagedorn, Electrochemical Technol
ogy Branch; Ceramic Reinforced
Glass-Ceramic Matrix Composite by
Narottam Bansal, Ceramics Branch;
Semiconductor Cooling Apparatus by
James Gaier, Electro-Physics Branch;

Glenn researchers patent method for
step-free semiconductor surfaces
BY PAM CASWELL
�ESEARCHERS in the Sensors and
Electronics Technology Branch have
received a second patent for their
method of growing atomically flat
surfaces, without a single step even
one atom high, on commercial
semiconductor wafers. The step-free
Commercial "Rough" SiC

surfaces hold particular promise for
improving the performance and
reliability of a new class of microelec
tronic devices that could be used in
CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

Graphic (below, left) compares a com
mercial rough silicon carbide (SiC) film
surface with an atomically flat ste,:rfree SiC
film surface grown by the newly developed
Glenn process. These surface images were
obtained with an atomic force microscope.
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CRAFTSMAN AWARDS
Technicians were recognized
for skills in manufacturing and
assembly
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SZABO AWARD
A team of six earned this
prestigious honor for engine
noise reduction efforts
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Second patent awarded

Applications range from DVDs to jet engines
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

everything from DVDs to jet engines.
Commercial semiconductor wafers
are covered with steps, typically one
to eight atoms high, despite careful
polishing by their manufacturers. The
research team makes step-free
surfaces by first etching device-sized
arrays of mesas (named for the
geologic formations) into the wafers.
Next, by controlling conditions, the
researchers limit crystal growth to the
riser, or side, of each atomic step.
The crystal at each step grows
sideways until the step reaches the
edge of the mesa, leaving behind an
atomically flat surface.
"We've flattened silicon carbide
mesas as large as 0.4 by 0.4 millime
ter and, depending on the mesas'
size, over half of the mesas on a
wafer," said Tony Powell, Sensors
and Electronics Technology Branch.
"What's so attractive about our
method is that, with just one extra
patterning step in the fabrication,
manufacturers can make these step
free surfaces."
Those mesas that were not made flat
contained screw dislocation defects
-so called because of the warped
spiral stacking of the crystalline
planes-which are not amenable to
this flattening method. An addedt
benefit of the method is that itt
isolates the screw defects into mesast
that can be identified and avoided.t
Studies by other scientists have
linked surface steps in the wafer to
defects in semiconductor films that
are different from the wafer material.
The defects cause poor performance
and reliability and have been trouble
some to the development of new
electronics for aerospace applica
tions.
"We believe that step-free surfaces
will enable remarkable improvements
in devices based on silicon carbide
and gallium nitride. These are the
materials of choice for making high
power, solid-state switches as well as
IO

electronics for hostile environments,
such as pollution and noise control
devices inside aircraft engines," Powell
said.
Industry researchers are using these
materials for blue light emitting diodes
(LEDs) for lighting, blue lasers for
higher capacity DVDs, and high
efficiency transistors for more reliable
electrical power switching and im
proved wireless communications.
Glenn co-inventors Powell, Dr. David

Larkin, Dr. Phil Neudeck, and Dr. Larry
Matus are working with the Commer
cial Technology Office and GLITeC to
transfer this technology via patent
licensing opportunities. The Branch
conducts research on sensors, elec
tronics and microelectronic mechani
cal systems (MEMS) for harsh environ
ment aerospace applications. ♦
Pam Caswell is a public affairsspeciaf
ist in the Community and Media
Relations Office.

Continued from page 1

c ystal g owth in the p esence and absence of g avity.
Nancy Rabel Hall: Fo exceptional and
exempla y cont ibutions in educational
out each.
David L. Krause: Fo outstanding leade ship and c eativity in the development of
innovative methods to evaluate st uctu al
fab ic mate ials and de ived st uctu es fo
NASA and Depa tment of Defense
applications.
Th mas M. Lavelle: Fo successful development and t ansfe of p opulsion
systems simulation to indust y as enginee ing lead of the Nume ical P opulsion
Systems Simulation P oduction Team.
Diane L. Linne: Fo nume ous technical
achievements as well as shaping the technical st ategy and app oach of many
space t anspo tation p og ams.
Charles K. Smalley: Fo outstanding
effo ts ove the last 9 yea s in the t aining
of inte ns, coope ative students, and app entices f om a va iety of t ades as well
as welfa e-to-wo k people as machinists.
D n J. S s ka: Fo significant cont ibutions to the implementation of the
Outsou cing Desktop Initiative fo NASA
(ODIN), one of the fi st la ge Fede al
initiatives to p ivatize the desktop
envi onment.
Exceptio al Service Medal
Dr. Kul B. Bhasin: Fo outstanding technology and p og ammatic management
fo the NASA Glenn Resea ch Cente
Space Communications P og am.
Dr. Isaiah M. Blanks n: Fo outstanding
cont ibutions to developing technologies
fo high-speed flight.

tion and mic oelect omechanical systems
that cont ibute significantly to the efficiency and success of NASA Glenn Resea ch Cente p ojects.
Dennis L. Huff: Fo leading NASA’s engine noise eduction p og ams ove the
past 10 yea s, which has esulted in technologies that a e being used to design
next-gene ation tu bofans.
Dr. Lennart S. Hultgren: Fo theo etical
cont ibutions in the a ea of t ansition,
eceptivity, and unsteady flow physics,
leading to bette models fo enginee ing
applications.
Helen J. Kabak: Fo exceptional sec eta ial leade ship, p ofessionalism, and
dedication that a e indispensable to the
Glenn Resea ch Cente and to the
ope ation of its la gest and most dive se
Di ecto ate, Enginee ing and Technical
Se vices.
J. Anth ny P well: Fo exceptional
accomplishment and leade ship in pe fo ming pionee ing esea ch to develop
silicon-ca bide as a high-tempe atu e
semiconducto mate ial.
Dr. Steven M. Sidik: Fo exceptional se vice in b inging majo computational se vices to the NASA Glenn Resea ch
Cente .
Dr. Bhim S. Singh: Fo outstanding technical and manage ial leade ship, which
has enabled significant enhancements in
the b eadth, status, and value of the Mic og avity Fluid Physics P og am.
Marj rie M. Trujill : Fo outstanding cont ibutions to the ope ation of the Resea ch and Technology Di ecto ate at
the NASA Glenn Resea ch Cente .

Dr. Raym nd K. Burns: Fo outstanding
powe technology management effo ts
at Glenn Resea ch Cente .

Dr. Kim A. Veris: Fo continuous and
dedicated se vice to the Agency and the
Glenn Resea ch Cente ’s technology
t ansfe and esou ce management
objectives.

Terry L. Ferrier: Fo exceptional se vice in
the a eas of the moelect ic inst umenta-

R bert J. Zakrajsek: Fo his unique cont ibutions and exceptional ability to
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conceptualize, design, and integ ate
high-level successful demonst ations of
communications technology fo a va iety
of launch vehicles and spacec aft in suppo t of NASA missions.
Exceptio al E gi eeri g
Achieveme t Medal
Dr. Rebecca A. MacKay: Fo outstanding
mate ials enginee ing achievements fo
the ae ospace p opulsion community.
Claudia M. Meyer: Fo pionee ing the
development of advanced diagnostics
technologies and thei application to p opulsion health management fo space
t anspo tation systems.
David W. Plachta: Fo significant technical cont ibutions to NASA’s goal of safe
and affo dable access to space.
Dr. Steven J. Schneider: Fo significant
enginee ing cont ibutions towa d the
achievement of high-pe fo mance chemical p opulsion fo NASA’s planeta y science missions with the development of
high-pe fo mance i idium-coated henium ocket technology.
Equal Employme t Opportu ity
Medal
Dr. Michael A. Mead r: Fo sustained,
outstanding mento ing of students and
advocacy of esea ch pa tne ships with
Histo ically Black Colleges and Unive sities and Othe Mino ity Unive sities.
Public Service Medal
Paul R. McMasters: Fo outstanding and
exempla y suppo t of the Space Communications Office business activities and continuous effo ts to imp ove thei quality.
Hee-Mann Yun: Fo significant cont ibutions towa d development of silicon-ca bide fibe and its application to ce amic
mat ix composites fo ae ospace
application.
Group Achieveme t Awards
Traveling Wave Tube Amplifier Team:
Fo exempla y pe fo mance in solving
the many technical p oblems in the t aveling wave tube amplifie design, which

NEWS CLIPS

Innovative Technologies Earn NASA
Glenn Three R&D 100 Award
Three innovations developed
at~' ,s Glenn Research C 
~ Cleve Ian , were among the
top 100 most technologically sig
nilicant products introduced into
the marketplace over the past
year, according to an indepen
dent fudging panel and the edi
torS 'of R&D Magazine. The
awards were recognized on Oc
tober 14 at an event at Chicago's
Navy Pier.
The three NASA Glenn inno
vations are described below.
The ME3 Advanced Turbine
Disk Alloy. developed by Glenn
materials researchers Michael
Nathal, Timothy Gubb and Rob
ert Draper in collaboration with
li E A ircraft Engines and Pratt &
Whitney engineers. is a nickel
based powder metallurgy super
alloy that will withstand Iligh
combustion temperatures for im
proved engine efficiency and
help prolong turbine and com
pressor disk life. By allowing en
gines to withstand higher COIll
bustion temperatures and Pres
sure ratios. the lise of ME] re
sults in increa.sed fuel efficiency.
lower fuel burn and reduced
emissions - ME3 is useful lor air
craft with longer take-off re
quirements or high-speed 'cruise
aircra;t, such as superjumbo jets,
supersonic jet aircraft and ad
vanced military aerospace ve
hicles. Engine manufacturers
can also use M E3 at CUITent op
erating temperatures to increase
the time between required engine
mainrenance, since it is estimated
10 last nearly 30 times long!:r than
current disk material.
Named tor its inventor. Carlos
Morrison of Glenn. the Morrison
Motor operates without a bear
---;n'gtfI'ftttrrcorpuTal'eS a'S'\\' ire-hcd
reluctance motor with an-8-pole
stator and 6-pole rotor, The mo
tor operates with magnetic levi
tation instead of bearings, mak
ing it ideal tor applications in
which large temperature varia
tions or other extrerne conditions

exist. Reduced ovel:alTpo~/er
consun1ption and I.ess ~echanl
cal noise and Vibration are
achieved with a hybrid rotor and
half the number of windings. Its
compact dcsi~n and sinipler mo
tor control logic, coupled With an
infinitely variable torque/leVita
tion load ratio, makes the motor
an attractive tool for pharmaceu
tical centrifuges, coin pact indus-
trial grinders. milling mach Illes
and high-power density motors
for aircraft propulsion.
Glenn engineers Phil Abel,
Phil Neudeck, Tony Powell and
Andy Tl'unek. in collaboration
with Sest, Inc.. and GAL have
also developed a diagnostic tool
to evaluate and verify the opera
tion and calibration of instru
ments for measurinl.!. nanoscale
obiec~ The Nanometer Step_
Height Standard (Nanometer
SHS) is a calibration standard
with arrays of atomic scale stmr
cases. Each staircase features
regularly spaced steps nearly .1
mIcrometer apart with atomI
cally flat terraces between step
risers of either 0.5 or 1,0 ma
nometers, as chosen during fab
rication. These heights are
around 10 times smaller than
.~J2f.Rrevious still1dards 1''2:
scanning probe mlcroscupy
calibration. The new devices
are fabricated from highly du
rable single crystal silicon car
bide, whose unique crystal
properties enable the atomic
scale staircase formation. This
technology has been patented
by NASA and two space act
partnerships are in place for
commercial application.

The Reporter, Akron, Ohio, Decemher 11, 2004.
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2004 R&D 100 awards
Glenn innovation celebrated among today's top technologies.

The editors of R&D Magazine and

Photos by Marvin Smith and Quentin Schwinn
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a panel of 50 experts chose three Glenndeveloped technologies this year to be
among the 100 most significant new
products to receive the highly coveted
R&D 100 Award. Entries in 16 functional
categories from many of the most prestigious companies, research organizations,
and universities in the world were
submitted to the 42nd annual competition
and displayed at the R&D 100 Exhibition
and Banquet at Chicago's Navy Pier on
October 14.
The following Glenn technologies were
selected in the categories of materials,
electronics/communications, and microscopy.
Glenn materials researchers, in collaboration with engineers from GE Aircraft Engines and Pratt & Whitney, developed the
ME3 Advanced Turbine Disk Alloy, a
nickel-based powder metallurgy superalloy that will not only withstand higher
combustion temperatures for improved
engine efficiency, but also help prolong
the life of turbine and compressor disks.
ME3 enables engines to withstand higher
combustion temperatures and pressure
ratios, translating into increased fuel efficiency, lower fuel burn, and reduced
emissions. ME3 is optimized for aircraft
with long takeoffs or high-speed cruise
missions, such as newly conceived super
jumbo jets, high-speed civil transports,
supersonic business jets, and several
advanced military aerospace vehicles.
Engine manufacturers can also use ME3
at current operating temperatures to
increase the time between required
engine maintenance, since it is estimated
to last nearly 30 times longer than current disk material.
Named for its inventor, Carlos Morrison,
the Morrison Motor is a bearingless
switched-reluctance motor with an 8-pole
stator and 6-pole rotor. The motor is characterized as bearingless because it operates with magnetic levitation instead of
bearings, ideal for applications in which
6
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large temperature variations or other
extreme conditions exist. The motor
employs a hybrid rotor and a stator that
contains poles with a single set of windings instead of the two sets used in conventional bearingless motors. This reduces
overall power consumption, produces less
mechanical noise due to lower rotor
eccentricity, and suppresses vibration
better than bearing-based motors. Its
compact design and simpler motor control logic, coupled with an infinitely
variable torque/levitation load ratio,
makes the Morrison Motor an attractive
tool for use in pharmaceutical centrifuges,
compact industrial grinders, milling
machines, and high-power density motors for aircraft propulsion.
Glenn engineers, in collaboration with
Sest, Inc., and OAI, have also developed
a diagnostic tool to evaluate and verify
the operation and calibration of instruments for measuring nanoscale objects,
as the use of nanotechnology is expected
Continued on next page

Photo captions
(1) Carlos Morrison, Life Prediction
Branch, displays his Morrison Motor. (2)
The ME3 team, back row, left to right,
William Karpinski, QSS, Tim Gabb, David
Ellis, and John Gayda, Advanced
Metallics Branch. Front, Robert Draper,
Vehicle Systems Projects Office; Anita
Garg, Advanced Metallics; and Jack
Telesman, Life Prediction. Not present
are Pete Kantzos, OAI/Life Prediction;
Michael Nathalz, Advanced Metallics;
Brian Shannon, AKAC; David Mourer
and Kenneth Bain, General Electric
Aircraft Engine; and Paul Reynolds and
Rick Montero, Pratt & Whitney. (3)
Draper displays forgings of small and
large engine ME3 disks. (4) Back, far left,
Peter O’Neill, GLTC/Battelle, joins
members of the Nanometer SHS team
including Dr. Philip Neudeck and
Andrew Trunek, OAI/Sensors and
Electronics Branch; and front, Dr. Phillip
Abel, Tribology and Surface Science
Branch; and J. Anthony Powell, Sest/
Sensors and Electronics.

78 employees take buyout/earlyout

NASA offers Voluntary Separation Incentive
This year, the holidays brought some

Glenn civil service employees an early
retirement. The Voluntary Separation
Incentive (buyout) Plan submitted to
Headquarters on September 14, 2004,
was approved on December 9, 2004,
and offered to no more than 148 employees in 15 different competencies.
Decisions about whether or not to take
advantage of the buyout had to be
made in a short amount of time.
Applications were accepted through
December 22, employees were notified the week of December 28, and
separations took effect December 31
through January 3, 2005. Priority was
given to employees with the earliest
Federal service computation dates
within the competency category.
Buyout options were provided at
amounts up to $25,000 (the maximum
allowable by law).
Glenn's Human Resources and Workforce Planning Office reported that a
total of 66 Glenn employees retired
under the buyout—56 under optional

retirement and 10 under earlyout authority. Additionally, 12 employees retired—7 under optional retirement and
5 under earlyout authority, bringing
the total to 78 employees covered by
the buyout and/or earlyout plan.
Another 4 employees retired under
optional retirement (without buyout
or earlyout options).
The competency areas where buyout
options were being offered included
Engineering and Science Support, Propulsion Systems and Testing, Research
Facility Planning, Advanced Materials
and Processing Science, Analytical and
Computational Structural Methods,
Combustion Science, Commercial
Technology, Electron Device Technology, Control Systems Guidance and
Navigation, Mechanical Systems, Structural Systems, Software Engineering,
Administrative Support, Human Resources, and Financial Management.
Engineering and Science Support generated the largest number of separations under the buyout at the Center.

Forty-one out of a possible 75 employees retired from this area. Employees
leaving Software Engineering totaled 7
out of a possible 10. Four out of 9
available buyout slots were accepted
in Combustion Science. While most
competency categories attained at least
1 separation under the buyout, employees in the areas of Analytical and
Computational Structural Methods and
Financial Management did not exercise the buyout option.
The buyout was designed to resize and
rebalance skill levels at the Center. An
assessment of competencies needed
for Glenn's programs and projects during fiscal years 2007 and 2010 took
place before buyout options were offered. These changes will allow Glenn
to become more competitive and play
a significant role in support of the
Vision for Space Exploration.
AeroSpace Frontiers will be publishing
information on employees who opted
for the buyout and/or earlyout in
upcoming issues. ◆
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Glenn earns 10 Space Act Awards
Ten Glenn-developed technologies

were selected to receive the 2004 NASA
Space Act Awards by the NASA Inventions and Contributions Board. Space
Act Awards are monetary awards for
outstanding scientific or technical contributions sponsored, adopted, supported,
or used by NASA that are significant to
aeronautics and space activities.
Cockpit Weather Receiver for General
Aviation Pilots: Glenn Lindamood and
Allen Tucholski (AKAC), Engineering and
Technical Services Directorate, and
Konstantinos Martzaklis, Programs and
Projects Directorate
Planar Particle Imaging Doppler
Velocimetry: Mark Wernet, Research
and Technology Directorate
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Ceramic Composites for High Temperature Engine Components: Dr. Jim DiCarlo,
Hee Man Yun (CSU), Gregory Morscher
(OAI), and Ramakrishna Bhatt (Army),
Research and Technology Directorate
Particle Image Velocimetry Acquisition:
Mark Wernet, Research and Technology
Directorate
Chemical Equilibrium With Applications:
Bonnie McBride and Russ Claus, Research and Technology Directorate,
and Dr. Minn Chao, Office of the Chief
Information Officer
Morrison Motor: Carlos Morrison,
Research and Technology Directorate
Modular Aerospace Propulsion System

Simulation: Khary Parker, Dr. Ten-Huei
Guo, and Kevin Melcher, Research and
Technology Directorate
Affordable Robust Ceramic Joining Technology: Dr. Mrityunjay Singh (QSS),
Research and Technology Directorate
Spacesuit Audio System to Enable Robotic Verbal Interaction: Mark Seibert,
Research and Technology Directorate
Nanometer Step Height System: Dr. Phil
Abel, Dr. Phil Neudeck, Tony Powell
(SEST), and Andrew Trunek (OAI), Research and Technology Directorate ◆

Duane Beach has been selected chief of the Thermal Systems
Branch, Mechanical and Fluid Systems Division. Beach previously
served as technical lead for the Orion Service Module radiator
for Constellation managing hardware development and leading
in-house radiator performance tests. Beach brings a wealth of
experience gained over his 27-year career at Glenn including
Beach
highlights such as performing system engineering and thermal
analysis of the Atlas and Shuttle/Centaur vehicle components, analysis and test of
International Space Station avionics and radiators and heat rejection technology
development and testing for space solar dynamic and fssion power systems. His
work also has advanced technologies supporting lightweight composite radiators
and titanium water heat pipes at Glenn.
Michael Piszczor has been selected chief of the Photovoltaic
and Power Technologies Branch, Power and In-Space Propulsion Division. Piszczor has been a long-time member of the
branch, and more recently was involved in solar array integration tasks for Orion while in the Engineering Directorate. He
is internationally renown in the feld of space photovoltaics
and has infuenced major NASA missions involving solar arrays.
Piszczor was instrumental in the frst operational use of refractive solar concentrator array technology on NASA's successful
Piszczor
Deep Space 1 mission. Piszczor will be serving in this position
for a 2-year term while Dr. Roshanak Hakimzadeh completes her Senior Executive
Service Candidate Development Program training.
Nancy Hall has been selected Microgravity Science Glovebox
associate project manager, ISS and Human Research Project Offce. Hall assumes her new position following a detail as project
manager for the Shear History Extensional Rheology Experiment
(SHERE) and the Investigating the Structure of Paramagnetic Aggregates From Colloidal Emulsions (InSPACE−2).

Aerospace Frontiers: March 2009
Four members of the Sensors and Electronics Branch, Dr. Philip Neudeck,
David Spry, J. Anthony Powell (SEST)
and Andrew Trunek (OAI), have been
awarded a U.S. Patent (US 7,449,065
B1) for "Method for the Growth of
Large Low-Defect Single Crystals." The
patent describes a radically improved
process for mass-production growth
of widebandgap semiconductor
crystals, such as silicon carbide,
gallium nitride, alumi-num nitride and
diamond that promise to
enhance
electronic performance and reliability
for applications involving high-power,
high-voltage and/or high-temperature
operating conditions.

Hall

Susan Motil (not pictured) has been selected Cryogenic Fluids
Management project manager in the Advanced Capabilities Project Offce. Motil
manages a large multicenter team responsible for developing critical technologies
enabling the NASA Exploration Program. She brings to the position signifcant experience both as a deputy and project manager with recent oversight for two of the
largest, program-critical exploration technology development projects.
Three members of the Mechanics and Life Prediction Branch, Dr. Jonathan Salem,
Dr. Pappu Murthy and Dr. Brad Lerch, received a NASA Engineering and Safety
Center (NESC) Group Achievement Award for technical excellence.Salem was recognized for evaluating operational anomalies and reliability improvements associated
with the Space Shuttle Engine Cut-Off systems as part of the Space Shuttle Program
Engine Cut-Off System InvestigationTeam;Murthy for analysis and engineering guidance
in the design, development and manufacturing of the ARES I-X Upper Stage Simulator
as a member of the Ares I-X Upper Stage Simulator Critical Initial Flaw Size Analysis
Team;and Lerch for his efforts to develop, test and
demonstrate solutions
mitigating risks posed by
ice liberating from the
external tank as part of the
IceMitigationApproaches
for Space Shuttle External
Tank Team.
Dr. Lerch
Dr. Murthy
Dr. Salem
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tronics Branch, has
been awarded a U.S.
Patent (US 7,438,030)
for his work on a
silicon carbide (SiC)
based "Actuator Operated Microvalves."
The microvalve conDr. Okojie
sists of a moveable SiC
diaphragm modulated by an electric feld
(i.e., voltage) to close or linearly open a
metered fow of fuid through the actuator.This invention would be applicable
to a distributed fuel-injection system for
use in turbine combustors.

Aerospace Frontiers: May 2012

Awards, Honors and Promotions
NorTech Honors Glenn's Groundbreaking Innovation
A Glenn-developed process that
revolutionizes the growth of
silicon carbide wafers for the
power industry has received a
2012 NorTech Innovation Award.
The Northeast Ohio Technology
Coalition (NorTech), in partnership with Crain’s Cleveland Business, recognized “A Radically
New Crystal Growth Concept,
Large Tapered Crystal To Achieve
Nearly Perfect Silicon Carbide”
team during a reception on
March 22.

Glenn's Deputy Director Jim Free (far right)
congratulates the honorees and their managers. Left
to right: Dr. Larry Matus,Ashwin Shah, Trunek, Powell
and Neudeck. Not pictured: Spry and Woodworth.

Team members include Phil
Neudeck, David Spry and Andrew Trunek (OAI) from the Sensors and Electronics
Branch; J.A. Powell of Sest, Inc.; and Andrew Woodworth, a NASA post doctorate
fellow.
Glenn’s “New High-Temperature Shape Memory Alloys,” technology was a fnalist
in the competition. Michael Nathal, Darrell Gaydosh (OAI) and Anita Garg (University of Toledo), in the Advanced Metallics Branch, developed the shape memory
alloys that can act as lightweight actuators in aerospace, automotive and general
household applications.
The NorTech Innovation Awards Program is a premier networking event that
honors new leading-edge technologies transforming Northeast Ohio’s economy.

Technical Communications Award
The Carolina Chapter of the Society for Technical Communications
(STC) recognized the NASA Glenn 2010 Innovator Calendar with a
2010-11 Excellence Award in the category of Promotional Materials.
The calendar is a colorful salute to Glenn’s most successful
technologies and innovators that can be viewed online or as
a download at https://technology.grc.nasa.gov/. Calendar contributors include Laurie Stauber in Glenn’s Innovation Projects Offce,
and Lee Ann Obringer and Nanette Stangle-Castor of Fuentek, LLC,
Stauber
supporting NASA’s Innovative Partnerships Program. STC is an
organization dedicated to advancing the arts and sciences of technical communication.

Retirements
Michael Wardeiner,
E nter pr ise App lications Off ice,
Of f ice of Ch ief
Information Offcer,
retired on April 7,
2012, with 32 1/2
years of federal
service, including
22 1/2 with NASA.
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Check out NASA Glenn's
Exchange Online Gift Shop
www.nasagiftshop.com

In Appreciation

Wardeiner

Calendar
ANNUAL WALK: Enjoy the great outdoors
and a chance to win a door prize on
Wednesday, May 16. Participate in the
annual 1.4 mile walk using the Taylor/
Walcott Road loop anytime between
10 a.m. and 2 p.m. at Lewis Field. Earn
the Golden Shoe Award!
RETIRED WOMEN'S LUNCHEON: The
next luncheon will be held Thursday,
May 17 at 12 noon at Wild Mango, 362
Great Northern Mall in North Olmsted.
Please place your reservation by calling
Gerry Ziemba, 330–273–4850.
ASIAN-PACIFIC HERITAGE EVENT: The
event will be held on Wednesday, May
30, 10 a.m. to noon in the Administration
Building Auditorium. “Striving for
Excellence in Leadership, Diversity
and Inclusion” is this year’s theme with
keynote speaker Dr. Hiroyuki Fujita,
president and chief executive offcer
of Quality Electrodynamics. Due to the
popularity of this event, priority serving
will be given for those attendees who
arrived at the beginning of the event.
POC: Fran Lawas-Grodek at 3-5052.
FREE FACILITY TOURS: On June 2, step
inside the 10– by 10–Foot Abe Silverstein
Wind Tunnel and learn how engineers
can test airplanes and spacecraft in fight
conditions without leaving the ground.
On-the-hour tours begin at 10 and
11 a.m., 12 and 1 p.m. Call 216–433–9653
to register.
IFPTE LOCAL 28, LESA MEETING: LESA
will hold its next membership meeting
on Wednesday, June 13, at noon in the
Employee Center’s Small Dining Room.
IMPROVE YOUR SPEAKING SKILLS: The
Toastmasters International is a non-proft
organization with clubs worldwide that
help members develop communication
and leadership skills in a supportive
environment. Glenn’s Toastmasters Club
meetings are every Thursday at noon in
building 54, room 101.

I would like to thank my NASA family for all their support shown to me during my
unexpected illness. I am doing well now thanks to all your prayers and well wishes.
I will never forget your kindness and love.
—Kelly Heidman

